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ABSTRACT
ECONOMIC BASE CHANGES IN COUNTIES IMPACTED
BY MILITARY BASE CLOSURES
Andrea D. Moore, MS
Department of Geography
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Ryan D. James, Co-Director
Xuwei Chen, Co-Director
Fear of long-term detrimental economic and social impacts and uncertainty of recovery
are common community reactions to news of impending economic shock such as closure of a
local military base. Driven by economic base theory, this study examines the pre- and postclosure changes to and the relationships between export and residentiary employment within the
US counties affected by the 1995 and 2005 Base Closure and Realignment Commission (BRAC)
closures. Analysis of changes in the overall economic base composition of impacted counties has
been little addressed within existing base closure research, especially for the most recent 1995
and 2005 BRAC rounds. Using county-level industry employment data from 1990, 2000, 2010,
and 2014, multipliers calculated using OLS regression models provide details as to the
relationships between basic and non-basic industry sectors in affected counties over time,
examining both rounds separately. A shift-share analysis on select locations examines changes
on the local level in greater detail. The absence of any similar economic base changes between
two BRAC rounds refutes the notion that communities affected by military base closure should
expect the same impacts. Multipliers are varied when comparing the study areas for the 1995 and
2005 BRAC closure rounds, suggesting that local factors have an influence on those economic
base changes. Shift-share results reinforce the impact of local competitive factors, which include

location and efforts of the local planners and community. As supported by previous research on
military base closures, post-closure redevelopment and recovery will depend on the unique local
situations.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The former Savanna Army Depot occupies an approximately 13,062-acre site located
north of Savanna, Illinois in the extreme northwestern corner of the state. The 1995 Base Closure
and Realignment (BRAC) Commission, tasked with reducing the number of operating military
bases for the Department of Defense (DoD) as a post-Cold War cost and resource saving
measure for the federal government, identified the site for closure along with twenty-five other
military installations. Each of the identified bases had various closure timelines due to factors
such as time needed to shut down and relocate activity or resolve environmental concerns, but
base activity at Savanna formally ended in March 2000.
The depot was originally sited during World War I as an artillery testing range, primarily
for weapons from the Rock Island Arsenal, located approximately fifty miles south in Rock
Island, Illinois (Koch, n.d.; LRA 2016). Activity at the depot later expanded, evolving to storage,
manufacturing, distribution, and disposal of ordinance as well as a center for explosives safety
and the U.S. Army Defense Ammunition Center and School (BRAC 1995; EPA 2016).
Employment at the Savanna Army Depot fluctuated during its operation, peaking at
approximately 8,500 during the height of World War II. After the conclusion of the war, the
number of civilian jobs declined over time, falling to around 2,000 jobs in the 1950s, and down
to less than 500 jobs by 1995 (Koch, n.d.). Although employment at the army depot had already
declined from its peak, the local communities protested the closure citing concerns with
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unemployment increases and excess unsold homes in the area’s already slow housing market
(BRAC 1995).
Lasting impacts from closure continue to be felt from the resultant environmental cleanup
due to the former activity of the Savanna Army Depot. The base is an Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) Superfund site and continues to struggle with redevelopment complications
partially due to on-going remediation of hazards from munitions waste, unexploded ordinance
threat, and remnants of chemical waste (LRA 2016; EPA 2016).
Substantial portions of the Savanna Army Depot have been transferred to the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service as part of environmental remediation efforts, but hazards remain
within those areas. Redevelopment authorities, along with federal authorities from the EPA and
DoD, continue to work on mitigation efforts, but such processes are becoming increasingly
costly in both time and financial resources. 1 In early December 2016, a temporary sales
moratorium was placed on property owned by the Local Redevelopment Authority (LRA) to
allow for the completion of additional redevelopment studies (Hollewell 2016).
A more positive redevelopment outcome can be found at the former Mississippi Army
Ammunition Plant in Hancock County, Mississippi, located east of the New Orleans
metropolitan area. The plant was originally opened in 1983 for ammunition manufacturing
operations – the only such plant built after the Korean War – on property provided to the Army
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The plant had a maximum
employment of 1,831 in 1989, but most activity at the base ceased only seven years later in 1990.
It was later converted into an industrial park under a special government rehabilitation program
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Mara Roche, interview by author, Savanna, IL, May 26, 2016.
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for such unused military plants. Portions of the property were later leased to government and
commercial tenants (Montgomery 2009; Urbaszewski 2011).
The former plant was officially closed in 2009 by the 2005 BRAC Commission, but with
local support (BRAC 2005 Vol. 1). Plant-specific activity ended almost two decades prior to
closure, but new occupants, including the Department of Energy, Government Printing Office,
and aerospace manufacturer, Pratt-Whitney, had already brought 650 new jobs to the former base
(Montgomery 2009). Upon official closure, the former ammunition plant was transferred from
the Army back to NASA to become part of the Stennis Space Center, a major employer in the
region. Transfer planning was initiated between the Army and NASA a few years prior to closure
and news of the transfer was supported by the State of Mississippi, which welcomed the new
regional development and growth opportunities (Urbaszewski 2011).
Contrasting post-closure outcomes experienced by the Savanna Army Depot and
Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant illustrate how redevelopment can vary by location.
Outcomes can be influenced by externalities, or spillovers, from new activity that further
promotes or hinders economic growth or changes in the regional economic base (Malizia and
Feser 1999). The Savanna Army Depot continues to struggle with environmental remediation,
among other challenges, nearly twenty years after final closure that hinders new activity growth.
On the other hand, the closure of the Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant was a welcomed
action, bringing new employment opportunities that benefited the economic health of the region
through creation of new high wage and skill employment opportunities from NASA. Such new
activity expands and changes the regional economic base due to factors such as population
growth and changes in the skills and knowledge of new laborers (Malizia and Feser 1999). Those
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scenarios are only two examples from the hundreds of military installations closed by the five
BRAC Commissions since the initial 1988 round (BRAC 2005 Vol. 2).
The BRAC Commission
Prior to the creation of the first BRAC Commission in 1988, the U.S. Congress was in
charge of reducing excess military installations for each service branch to reduce financial costs
and improve the operation of the defense infrastructure upon the drawdown of the Cold War
(BRAC 1995; Mayer 1995). Reductions were made through base closures or realignments, which
are the reorganization or redistribution of activities among active bases. Pre-BRAC closure
efforts often deteriorated into political battles amongst the DoD and Congress (Mayer 1995). The
DoD was often accused of politically biased closure recommendations, dependent on the
political party currently in power, while legislators insisted their constituency’s military
installation was critical to the nation’s national security and, therefore, should not be closed. Infighting resulted in wasted funding and resources as numerous bases were kept active although
they no longer contributed value within the defense system (Mayer 1995). Eventually, it was
agreed that a new impartial closure process was necessary to guide future closure decisions.
The BRAC Commission was established by Congress as an independent committee to
remove political motivation from the closure process (BRAC 1995). By delegating power to the
commission, members of the U.S. Congress shielded themselves, as well as their careers, from
public discontent and lowered the risks of political retaliation (Mayer 1995; Ashley and
Touchton 2015). The BRAC Commission was allowed to make decisions regarding closures and
realignments using measurable and objective criteria (BRAC 1995). The limited jurisdiction and
scope of the BRAC Commission was purposefully crafted in the hopes that the American people
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would be more accepting of the Commissioners’ recommendations (Mayer 1995). At the same
time, since closure decisions came from an independent commission, Congressional
representatives could still “fight” for their district’s base during the closure and realignment
process (Mayer 1995).
The first set of BRAC Commission closure and realignment recommendations were made
in 1988 with four additional sets following in 1991, 1993, 1995, and 2005. Commission
members were selected by the President of the United States, but were subject to confirmation by
the U.S. Senate. Commissioners typically had backgrounds in business, public service, military
service, or other government or leadership experience. In the two most recent rounds, eight
members were part of the 1995 BRAC Commission and nine were part of the 2005 Commission
(BRAC 1995; BRAC 2005 Vol. 1).
Commissioners selected bases for closure or realignment based on recommendations
from the DoD, which originated from evaluations by each military service branch regarding
importance of their individual installations. Final recommendations from the Commission were
forwarded to the President for approval, who could only confirm or reject the entire list as a
whole. The President could not make changes to the BRAC Commission recommendations
without rejecting the entire list (BRAC 1995).
Community Concerns
BRAC Commissions attempted to reduce and restructure the nation’s military bases
while considering impacts on the home communities. Commissioners recognized the ingrained
presence that many of the bases had in their communities, but ultimately, the need to reduce
financial and resource costs within the defense infrastructure while maintaining a modernized
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military force was priority. As part of the closure and realignment process, at least one
Commission member visited each community with a major base selected for changes to hear
first-hand testimony from the local community (BRAC 1995).
Community impacts were considered within the BRAC Commission’s recommended
actions, but the final impact on the military often took precedence over community concerns.
The Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) was created within the DoD during the pre-BRAC
closures to help communities endure the initial economic hardships from closure, encouraging
communities to organize redevelopment planning efforts to draft reuse plans for their former
base (BRAC 1995; OEA 1997, 2002). However, the OEA’s encouragement to look toward the
future was of little comfort to some communities fearing the worst from closure impacts.
The closure of a military base, much like other loss of a major employer, is often a
sudden economic shock to the surrounding community. Economic shock results from the abrupt
changes in local employment, disposable income, or population as well as possible changes to
community demographics or services. Community redevelopment and recovery is of primary
concern to alleviate impacts from shock. Post-closure changes to economic redevelopment is the
subject of this research.
Purpose and Organization
The following analysis is organized to provide additional background and new research
contributions regarding the impacts from military base closure and redevelopment of closed
bases using an economic base theory approach. An examination of economic base changes
across different BRAC closure rounds will inform how such a range of post-closure outcomes
are possible, such as those between the Savanna Army Depot and Mississippi Army Ammunition
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Plant. This study compares the pre- and post-closure basic industry multipliers for United States
counties with a major military base closure in the 1995 and 2005 BRAC rounds. Multipliers are
compared across both rounds for any similarities in economic base impacts. Shift-share analyses
further explore local level pre- and post-closure employment shifts to examine changes beyond
the broad study area multipliers. The results are expected to highlight the influence of local
regional effects in determining redevelopment outcomes, pushing beyond the broad existing
findings that most locations recover in terms of total employment and income losses, but without
explanation of why those outcomes vary.
The remainder of this study opens with a review of existing literature on economic
growth in the second chapter, with emphasis on economic base theory, as well as economic
shock and redevelopment. In the third chapter, the research design outlines the data and methods
incorporated to address the research questions of this analysis. Finally, results and analysis are
discussed in the fourth chapter, followed by conclusions and future research directions in the
final chapter.

CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
The concepts of economic growth and economic development are frequently used
interchangeably, but they are fundamentally different. Economic growth refers to the increase of
wealth or earnings in a given region. Economic development, on the other hand, is a guided
process in generating and distributing that economic wealth by attracting and retaining jobs,
improving services, and expanding the tax base (Malizia and Feser 1999). While economic
growth can occur without economic development, unguided growth can result in changes that do
not work toward building the tax base or improving community quality of life. Guided
development promotes growth that includes industry diversification and attraction of jobs with
living wages and benefits. Economic development officials are tasked with the critical job of
understanding and applying theories of economic growth for the betterment of the community
they serve (Malizia and Feser 1999).
Several theories of economic growth exist, each with its own strengths and shortcomings
in explanatory power and application. Certain theories are more effective at describing economic
growth at broader scales, while other theories are best suited for local analyses. Common
examples of economic growth theories include, but are not limited to, neoclassical growth
theory, growth center theories, and economic base theory.
Neoclassical growth theory, often used to explain economic growth for larger regions,
places capital, labor, and technology as components of the regional production function (Solow
1956; Baumol 1986; Malizia and Feser 1999). Over time, firms with decreasing returns move
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into steady state growth where marginal cost equals marginal benefit. Decreasing returns to
capital and little incentive to reinvest motivate firms to relocate from capital-rich to capital-poor
regions to increase those returns. This movement of capital via firm relocation drives income
convergence across regions, causing faster income growth in capital-poor regions compared to
capital-rich regions, with incomes eventually approaching an equilibrium point as all firms
continue to migrate (Baumol 1986; James and Campbell 2013).
The role of technology within neoclassical growth theory is divided. Exogenous growth
theory views levels of technology as constant across regions, while endogenous growth theory
argues technology varies according to regional availability of human capital. Counter to
convergence, endogenous growth theory holds that increasing levels of human capital can lead to
divergence as growing levels of innovation cause regions to cumulatively build on their
advancements. As a result, those regions experience rapid growth and pull away in terms of
income growth (Romer 1994, Malizia and Feser 1999).
Regional theories of concentration and diffusion include growth poles or uneven or
unbalanced growth theories (Malizia and Feser 1999). In general, theoretically, economic growth
occurs unevenly when firms or entire industries become regionally dominant economic centers
or cores. Positive growth effects then spread outward to peripheral locations from the core
through economic interactions, such as resource extraction and product distribution. Growth pole
and core-periphery are common variations of growth center theories, which are based on the
flow of resources between large urban centers and surrounding rural regions (Richardson 1978;
Moore 1994; Malizia and Feser 1999). Growth center theories are more often applied for broader
regional analyses and offer general descriptions of activity. Challenges stem from the
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unpredictability of human behavior and the formation of disparities between regions, especially
in rural locations (Malizia and Feser 1999).
Economic base theory is frequently used by economic developers and other development
and planning officials for analyses at a local scale. The theory primarily focuses on export driven
economic development and the multiplier effects and interactions between industries within a
defined region. It is the foundation of this study to examine industry employment changes within
regions impacted by the shock of military base closures.
Economic Base Theory
In economic base theory, regions develop over time around a specialization, eventually
forming an export base centered on that specialization. This specialization allows regions to
develop distinct identities that separate them from one another, but also leads to disequilibrium
in economic activities. Local residentiary activities will develop with and in support of that
export base, but they cannot fulfill all voids in activity. The export bases must trade and interact
with one another to satisfy those activity voids, which continues to strengthen the regional export
bases. The continued development of the export base influences the growth of regional income,
employment, population, and urbanization. As the export base changes, it stimulates economic
growth within the region, forming the main premise of Economic Base Theory (North 1955;
Jackson 2011).
Activity of the regional economic base is driven by the export or basic sector which
generates external income from goods and services sold outside the region. The income
generated from that export activity is infused into the local economic base via wages spent by the
export sector employees. This external income supports the local residentiary or non-basic sector
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through expenditures at local establishments or to suppliers for the export base. Those
residentiary, non-basic sector jobs then supply the goods and services consumed at the local
scale (North 1955, 1956; Tiebout 1956; Malizia and Feser 1999).
For larger regions, it has been argued that less emphasis should be placed on the export
base as a sole measurement of regional growth (Tiebout 1956). Residentiary activities can
develop a larger presence within the economic base and, in turn, support the growth of the export
base and future economic development. However, the impact of and relationships between
export and residentiary industries can vary spatially and temporally. In general, export activity is
often a main driver of development for smaller regions, but in larger regions, non-basic activity
can have a more substantial impact on development, fueling its ability to be self-sustaining. The
relationship between export and residentiary activities can also vary when long-run and short-run
analyses are considered (North 1956; Tiebout 1956).
While economic base theory centers on exports, residentiary employment and unearned
income can have multiplier impacts as well. Non-basic industries, more so in larger regions, can
grow to become considerable contributors to the economic base. In such situations, the basic
industries become almost equally reliant on the non-basic industries for future growth and
development (Tiebout 1956; Malizia and Feser 1999). However, the impact of non-basic
industries in economic base analyses can be skewed by unearned income sources. Unearned
incomes can inflate non-basic multiplier estimates in regions with a large population dependent
on transfer payment sources (Mulligan and Gibson 1984; Campbell 2003; Nesse 2014).
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Economic Base Multipliers
Economic base analyses are useful for examining changes over time to regional economic
base composition and the impact of the export sector on the residentiary sector. Three main
effects are produced by basic industry activities: direct, indirect, and induced effects. Direct
effects are any changes in employment or income activity within the export sector itself, such as
mass layoffs or hiring, expansions, or relocations. Suppliers or producers for the export sector
experience subsequent indirect effects through adjustments in their production outputs. Spending
by basic sector employees at local businesses generates induced effects as those local employees
spend the income earned from basic sector wages. This pattern of income spending originating
from the export sector creates a multiplier effect (Malizia and Feser 1999).
Multipliers generated from employment or income data from the export sector are used to
examine impacts on non-basic activity. Economic base multipliers can be calculated by
separating regional employment into either basic or non-basic activity (Erickson 1977; Gibson
and Worden 1981; Mulligan and Gibson 1984; Malizia and Feser 1999; Campbell 2003;
Gerolimetto and Magrini 2015). Commonly accepted methods for bifurcating employment
include the assignment method, use of location quotients, minimum requirements method, or a
combination of those methods together (Malizia and Feser 1999).
The assignment method is the simplest method used to divide basic and non-basic
employment drawing upon on the judgement of the analyst. Industries are simply assigned to
either the basic or non-basic employment category as deemed appropriate by the analyst.
However, misjudgment can lead to estimation errors in multipliers (Isserman 1980; Gerking and
Isserman 1981; Malizia and Feser 1999). The assignment method can be used along with the
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other methods, location quotient or minimum requirements, for improvements in multiplier
estimates (Isserman 1977; Malizia and Feser 1999).
The use of location quotients is a bifurcation method often used by planners and
development officials. Location quotients are calculated with employment data for the region
and nation by assessing the share of employment in a given industry compared to the national
share of employment (Eq. 1).

=

(1)

Where:
LQi represents location quotient of given industry
ei represents regional employment of given industry
et represents regional employment of all industries
Ei represents national employment of given industry
Et represents national employment of all industries
If that given industry’s regional share is larger than the national share, it is considered to be an
exporter. Conventionally, if a location quotient value is above 1, the sector is considered part of
the export or basic employment. All values at or below 1, are considered residentiary or nonbasic (Isserman 1977; Malizia and Feser 1999). However, location quotients can falsely assign
employment to either category, especially for less populated regions with lower employment
where export industries can be incorrectly assigned as residentiary and vice versa (Ullman 1968;
Isserman 1977; Gibson and Worden 1981). This problem can be minimized with the use of more
detailed employment data which can improve the accuracy of location quotient calculations
(Isserman 1977, 1980).
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Like the use of location quotients, the minimum requirements technique also examines
regional shares of industry employment, but it does so by comparing regions to other similar
sized regions (Eq. 2).
=

−

(2)

Where:
Xi represents multiplier of given industry
ei represents local region employment of given industry
et represents local region employment of all industries
Eim represents employment of given industry in minimum region
Etm represents employment of all industries in minimum region
The smallest share of employment in a given industry within the study sample is considered as
residentiary and all other higher values in that industry are considered to be export (Ullman
1968; Moore 1975; Malizia and Feser 1999). This approach can reduce the chance of multiplier
overestimation sometimes experienced with the use of location quotients. Minimum
requirements can make adjustments for the size of region whereas location quotients do not
(Ullman 1968; Moore 1975; Malizia and Feser 1999).
Each bifurcation method has been found to have its limitations and no method is
generally preferable over another in economic base analyses (Moore 1975; Gerking and Isserman
1981; Gibson and Worden 1981; Mulligan and Gibson 1984; Malizia and Feser 1999). Each of
the methods can be used together to improve multiplier estimates (Isserman 1977, 1980; Rioux
and Schofield 1990; Campbell 2003). Regardless of the bifurcation method used, prior research
consistently finds that multiplier estimates improve with data quality. This includes the use of
survey-based data, although this is often not possible due to time and resource constraints
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(Isserman 1977, 1980; Gibson and Worden 1981; Mulligan and Gibson 1984; Rioux and
Schofield 1990; Malizia and Feser 1999). Estimates also improve with an increase in
disaggregation of industry employment as each industry can be more accurately separated into
basic and non-basic employment (Ullman 1968; Moore 1975; Isserman 1977, 1980; Gerking and
Isserman 1981; Malizia and Feser 1999). Consideration of additional variables, although more
time and data is required, can improve estimates as well. Such variables can include local
spending behaviors, employer procurements, impact of non-wage income sources, or spatial
impacts (Erickson 1977; Isserman 1977; Mulligan and Gibson 1984; Rioux and Schofield 1990;
Campbell 2003; Gerolimetto and Magrini 2015).
Input-output models are another method in which multipliers can be calculated in
economic base analyses and can avoid common shortfalls with industry bifurcation. This method
examines the interconnectedness of the inputs and outputs of industries within a given region and
their impact on the local economy (McLean and Voytek 1992). Input-output models can provide
more detailed information for analysis, especially for residentiary impacts, but require detailed
industry data and are often time-consuming and complex to assemble (McLean and Voytek
1992; Malizia and Feser 1999). These models are frequently used in planning assessments and
impact studies with various advanced software packages (Hooker and Knetter 2001; Drucker
2015). IMPLAN input-output models can also be used for economic impact estimates, but are
more commonly used with natural resource studies as it was originally developed for the U.S.
Forest Service (Charney and Leones 1997).
Basic employment multipliers can be calculated with ordinary least squares (OLS)
regression models. First, total employment (TE) for the study area must be bifurcated into basic
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(Basic) and non-basic (NBasic) employment (Eq. 3). Then, a simple regression model can be run
using non-basic employment as the dependent variable and basic employment as the independent
variable (Eq. 4). The basic employment multiplier is the

coefficient on the Basic variable. To

calculate multipliers for specific basic industries, basic employment can be separated into its
different industry components at the desired aggregation level (Eq. 5). Economic base analyses
by Campbell (2003), Mulligan and Gibson (1984), and Rioux and Schofield (1990) incorporate
similar regression models.
=

+
=

=

+

(3)

+

+

+

+

(4)
+

(5)

Use of Multipliers in Military Base Analyses
When making initial determinations on base closures and realignments, BRAC uses
input-output multipliers to estimate the impact the change would have on the region (BRAC
1995, 2005 Vols. 1 and 2). The Commission estimates losses from both civilian and military as
well as private contractor employment. As part of the closure process, the General Accounting
Office (GAO) evaluates the process and noted in the 1995 BRAC report that data in the analyses
are of increasingly higher quality, resulting in more reliable impact estimates (BRAC 1995). The
DoD calculates its own multipliers and, while the results from BRAC and DoD are generally
similar, the DoD’s are often higher (BRAC 2005). The DoD economic impact analyses make
assumptions for numerous socioeconomic and financial variables such as housing markets or
local fiscal conditions. While this is not optimal, the 2005 BRAC acknowledged such
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assumptions were necessary due to time and resource costs to accurately collect and input such
information (BRAC 2005).
Analyses using multipliers to estimate impacts of base closure shock can be problematic.
Existing research on military base communities illustrates common issues with estimating
multipliers in shock scenarios when economic conditions are quickly changing or the adaptive
capacity of the community is not considered. These limitations increase chances for error within
economic impact calculations (Hooker and Knetter 2001; Drucker 2015). Additionally, the
definition of the impact region will affect multiplier estimates, as the modifiable areal unit
problem (MAUP) has presumed boundary effects (Openshaw 1983). Prior research shows that
smaller regions have smaller multipliers, largely as a result of the external purchasing behavior
of the military base (Erickson 1977; Bradshaw 1999). Given such issues, multiplier estimates can
be incorrectly estimated or inflated which mislead the community, creating false perceptions of
closure impacts (Bradshaw 1999; Congressional Research Service 2012).
A variety of methods have been used to estimate multipliers in existing military base
studies. Input-output multipliers, also used by the military, have been praised for their more
accurate estimates, especially in estimating indirect effects (USDA 1993; Drucker 2015). Other
analyses divided employment into basic and non-basic sectors using economic base bifurcation
methods, such as location quotients and minimum requirements, to interpret economic impact
(Erickson 1977; Rioux-Schofield 1990).
Deviations from traditional methods have also been used. In their study on the shock
effects on base closure counties and neighboring counties, Hultquist and Petras (2012)
constructed regression models using changes in total employment as the dependent variable with
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data on changes in base employment, divided into military and civilian, in the closure county and
neighboring county in addition to other explanatory variables. Hooker and Knetter (2001) used a
regression model incorporating state economic growth rates to estimate the number of jobs a
county would have had without closure in comparison to the actual county employment postclosure to calculate multiplier effects. Such analyses provide further elaborative details on
employment and income changes through the incorporation of additional data, but they do not
provide information on the specific industry changes within the study region.
Economic Shock
Economic shock brings an abrupt change to a region’s economy, which can be either
positive or negative (Besser, Recker, and Agnitsch 2008), though the negative events often
attract more attention. Common examples of negative economic shock are found in the
manufacturing sector, notably in the automobile and steel industries in the Rust Belt region (Butz
and Leslie 2001; Essletzbichler 2004; Feyer, Sacerdote, and Stern 2007; Drucker 2011). The
decline of employment in those industries has been attributed to several factors, such as high
labor costs, increased foreign competition, or plant relocation, but all are results of market forces
(Rubenstein 1988; Essletzbichler 2004; Doussard, Peck, and Theodore 2009; Drucker 2011).
Regardless of the reason, plant closures or relocations adversely impacted the local communities
due to sudden job losses.
Numerous studies on the manufacturing sector within the United States highlight the
typical impacts from economic shock with labor force changes as the initial indicator of shock.
Essletzbichler’s (2004) analysis of job flow within the US manufacturing sector between 1967
and 1997 noted the exit of jobs from the northeastern US due to firm closure or relocation.
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Combined with a lack of comparable job creation, unemployment rose in the region. Several
studies also note the same trend in firm relocation from urban to suburban locations (PlattBoustan and Margo 2009; Doussard, Peck, and Theodore 2009; Drucker 2011).
However, many areas that lost manufacturing jobs eventually saw a decrease in
unemployment. Feyrer, Sacerdote, and Stern (2007) found that county unemployment rates
increased initially after the shock of automobile and steel industry job losses, but most recovered
back to pre-shock levels in the long term. Outmigration of workers, either to follow job transfers
or seek new employment, impacted local unemployment rates, causing rates to remain lower
than they may have otherwise. Rust Belt locations impacted by shock experienced outflow of
population and a stagnation of population growth over the next ten to twenty years (Feyrer,
Sacerdote, and Stern 2007). Platt-Boustan and Margo (2009) and Drucker (2011) provide
additional evidence of population movement away from urban centers to the suburban fringe.
Outmigration had additional negative impacts on shock regions. Feyrer, Sacerdote, and
Stern (2007) found that areas affected by economic shock experienced declines in per capita
income as a large portion of the jobs lost were high-wage jobs in the automobile and steel
industries in the Rust Belt. Slight declines in housing value and an increase in median age of the
remaining population were present in some locations. Lasting negative impacts were to area
amenities, such as restaurants, bars, and other entertainment venues, which the authors argued
might be one of the most significant impacts from shock. Such losses may have been exacerbated
by the negative environmental aesthetics caused by poorly maintained infrastructure and
deteriorating building conditions.
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Redevelopment in Shock Regions
Redevelopment success after shock has been attributed to strong local and regional
leadership collaboration and economic diversity. Cooperation of local leadership and effective
planning were found to lessen the long-term impacts of shock (Nel and Hill 2001; Besser,
Recker, and Agnitsch 2008; Xiao and Drucker 2013). Often a result of effective leadership and
planning, existing studies show that areas with a more diverse industry composition usually
experienced faster employment growth after shock, but income growth was often slower to
recover (Drucker 2011; Xiao and Drucker 2013). Overall, existing literature indicates that, with
time and effort, economic shock can be mitigated.
As previously discussed, unemployment rates tended to return to pre-shock levels.
Although outmigration was a factor, shock regions did eventually experience new job growth
(Essletzbichler 2004; Feyrer, Sacerdote, and Stern 2007; Doussard, Peck, and Theodore 2009;
Drucker 2011). Feyrer, Sacerdore, and Stern (2007) found that proximity to large metropolitan
regions or a more southern location had positive impacts on job growth. However, this job
growth was found in different industries than what was present before the shock.
New job growth was largely concentrated in new or other existing industries. Servicebased industries, such as business, technology, health care, or other professional services, often
experienced growth post-shock. Increases in manufacturing jobs were also observed, but often in
different industries such as rubber, fabricated metals, or other manufacturing specializations
(Feyrer, Sacerdote, and Stern 2007; Doussard, Peck, and Theodore 2009; Drucker 2011). These
new sources of employment created a skills mismatch for displaced auto and steel workers,
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requiring new training or education to obtain employment in different industries (Butz and Leslie
2001; Doussard, Peck, and Theodore 2009).
As a result, new jobs did not directly replace the jobs lost during the shock. New jobs
were often not comparable in terms of income and benefits that workers in the steel and
automobile industry had previously received. Jobs in the steel and auto industries typically
offered high wages and union membership, but new jobs for displaced manufacturing workers
frequently did not offer those same benefits (Butz and Leslie 2001; Feyrer, Sacerdote, and Stern
2007; Doussard, Peck, and Theodore 2009). New manufacturing jobs were mostly non-union and
the number of temporary positions increased, both of which typically offered lower wages and
either reduced or eliminated worker benefits. Reductions in pay and benefits changed the
standards of living for many manufacturing workers in shock regions (Butz and Leslie 2001;
Doussard, Peck, and Theodore 2009).
Existing research on economic shock on the manufacturing sector, primarily in the Rust
Belt region, illustrates the numerous changes that occurred as a result of the shock. However,
although notable changes did alter the composition of the area economic base and population, the
region was able to redevelop. New economic activity was able to grow in the long-run and most
locations have regained lost ground (Essletzbichler 2004; Feyrer, Sacerdote, and Stern 2007).
Shock from Military Base Closures
Much like the closure of a manufacturing plant, the closure of a military base is a source
of negative economic shock to area communities. In many situations, the military installations
were notable contributors to the regional economic base. Civilians were employed on the bases,
in some cases, as high-wage skilled labor or in other positions requiring specialized education
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and training (Hooker and Knetter 2001; Hicks and Raney 2003; Hulquist and Petras 2012). The
military employees residing in the area spent a portion of their income in the local economy,
purchasing housing, or enrolling children into local schools, while their spouses worked in the
civilian sector (Rioux and Schofield 1990; Hicks and Raney 2003; Hill Thanner and Wechsler
Segal 2008).
While similarities in effects from shock exist between manufacturing and base closures,
there are some key differences. Unlike manufacturing closures, military base closures are caused
not by traditional changes in the economy, but are determined by national defense needs rather
than market structure. In addition, military bases employed or even housed active duty military
personnel and other DoD employees on site. Also, the geographic location of military
installations, sited based on the type of activity – from airfields to ammunition assembly and
testing – are widely varied (BRAC 1995, 2005 Vols. 1 and 2). This variety and specialization
make military installations unique and sometimes large and expansive spaces, more so than
typical industrial plants (Cidell 2003; Ashley and Touchton 2015).
These differences between military bases generate anxiety and uncertainty within
communities. Upon closure announcement or even speculation of closure, communities will fight
to keep their base open, fearing the potential impacts the base closure will have on community
businesses, tax base, employment, and overall future economic growth (MacKinnon 1978;
Bradshaw 1999; Hooker and Knetter 2001; Cidell 2003; Hill Thanner and Wechsler and Segal
2008: Hulquist and Petras 2012; CRS 2012). Impact studies drafted to estimate losses from
closure can reinforce fears by predicting large negative effects on the local economy. This sense
of dread by communities often translates into political battles between local representatives and
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the DoD and BRAC (MacKinnon 1978; Mayer 1995; Whicker and Giannatasio 1997; Hill
Thanner and Wechsler Segal 2008; Drucker 2015).
Effects of Shock
Area unemployment rates often increased soon after military base closure (MacKinnon
1978; Bradshaw 1999; Hooker and Knetter 2001; Hulquist and Petras 2012). In their
examination of base closures, Hooker and Knetter (2001) found that impacts on employment
depended on the level of civilian employment versus military employment. Higher impacts were
felt in communities with higher civilian military base employment. A specific example, provided
by Bradshaw (1999), reported that after base closure in Merced County, California,
unemployment rose from 15.5 percent to 17.1 percent (p. 200).
Fortunately, as with other economic shock, impacts on unemployment were limited in
duration. As noted in existing studies, civilians regularly comprised a smaller portion of the total
base labor force than military personnel (MacKinnon 1978; Hooker and Knetter 2001; Poast
2006). This reduced the amount of direct employment losses of permanent community residents
and most military personnel were transferred out of the area (MacKinnon 1978; Hooker and
Knetter 2001; Poast 2006). Transfers alleviated the potential impact on unemployment rates
since the military personnel and their spouses or dependents did not become part of the area
unemployed workforce. Additionally, jobs once held by spouses and dependents were opened up
to locals (Bradshaw 1999). Outmigration of civilian employees also contributed to the reduced
effect on long-term unemployment rates (Hooker and Knetter 2001).
Population losses occurred in many regions after base closures. Transfers of military
personnel and their families made up the majority of losses in most areas. Bradshaw’s (1999)
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example of Merced County experienced a large population loss after approximately 11,000
military personnel were transferred out of the area (p. 201). The outmigration of civilian
employees also caused population declines as individuals were unable to find new work and
sought new opportunities elsewhere (MacKinnon 1978; Hooker and Knetter 2001; Hill Thanner
and Weschler Segal 2008).
Additionally, most regions experienced income changes. Hooker and Knetter (2001)
found that per capita incomes counterintuitively held steady or even grew post-closure between
1974 and 1994. They attributed this stability to the removal of military personnel, who received
average lower incomes than the general civilian population, and outmigration of the recently
unemployed civilians. MacKinnon (1978) and Hill Thanner and Wechsler Segal (2008) found
this to hold true in their analyses as well.
Area services and amenities were negatively impacted by base closure. Communities,
especially those with bases occupying significant expanses of physical space, sometimes cope
with changes in demand for services to the base, such as water, sewer, or transportation systems.
Once the base closes, those communities must plan for the combination of revenue losses and
continued maintenance of those services (Hattery and Koch 1995). Additionally, school districts
that provided educational services to children of military families, are impacted by declines in
enrollment and related funding impacts from losses in state and federal aid (Hattery and Koch
1995; Bradshaw 1999; Hill Thanner and Weschler Segal 2008). Housing values and demand
often declined after base closures as former employees, both civilian and some military,
relocated (MacKinnon 1978; Hattery and Koch 1995). However, while some residentiary
businesses and amenities closed, many endured the shock as much of the spending by the base
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and its military employees were done on base or procured outside the region (Erickson 1977;
Bradshaw 1999; Hooker and Knetter 2001; Hill Thanner and Wechsler Segal 2008; CRS 2012).
Unfortunately for rural locations, losses from base closure were usually more damaging
to the local economy than losses for urban locations. Increased isolation from other population
centers increased the negative effects from shock as many of those communities were often
already economically declining (MacKinnon 1978; USDA 1993; Bradshaw 1999; CRS 2012).
Rural locations often have less diverse economic bases than urban locations, making the military
base a main employment and income source (USDA 1993; Hooker and Knetter 2001; CRS
2012). Sorenson and Stenberg (2015) found that rural communities struggle to regain losses in
employment and population after base closure with some communities unable to make
meaningful gains at all. Although impacts from military base closure were frequently worse in
rural locations, most were able to make gains toward recovery in the long-term, with the dire
predictions not coming to full fruition (USDA 1993; Isserman and Stenberg 1994; CRS 2012;
Sorenson and Stenberg 2015).
Redevelopment of Closed Military Bases
The redevelopment of the physical space and infrastructure of closed military bases
presents unique challenges to communities. Prior to final closure, the DoD recommends that
communities form a local redevelopment authority (LRA) to guide base redevelopment through
partnerships with both private and public actors within the region to increase community buy-in
and cooperation (OEA 1997). Base redevelopment, as with the field of economic development in
general, has more frequently become a collaborative effort of such community partnerships and
resources. Ashley and Touchton (2015) found that regional partnerships, especially public-
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private partnerships, have become an increasingly central part of the redevelopment of bases
closed during the most recent BRAC rounds. The diverse knowledge bases and resources
brought in through combined community efforts help with securing financial assistance and
development of educational or other training programs (Accordino and Elsner 2000; Markusen
and Brzoska 2000; Oden 2000). Local redevelopment planning authorities are also increasingly
reliant on incentives and policies, such as enterprise zones or tax breaks, to overcome challenges
of attracting new development to closed military bases (Ashley and Touchton 2015).
Overall, effective leadership was a critical aspect of successful redevelopment and
mitigation of further negative impacts from closure (OEA 1997; Glassberg 1995; Bradshaw
1999; Cidell 2003; Ashley and Touchton 2015). Much like with other post-shock redevelopment
efforts, collaboration between varying levels of leadership, from local and regional to state and
federal leadership was essential for providing unemployment assistance, training and education
opportunities, securing funding and resources, and other tasks (MacKinnon 1978; OEA 1997;
Glassberg 1995; Markusen and Brzoska 2000; Oden 2000; Accordino and Elsner 2000; CRS
2012; Ashley and Touchton 2015). Effective leadership and collaboration is also critical when
navigating complications with property transfer, environmental cleanup, and
reuse/redevelopment plans for existing structures.
Property transfer and funding are common challenges to redevelopment. Redevelopment
officials had to work with the DoD and often other federal agencies, such as the OEA or EPA, to
draft transfer agreements and negotiate sale or lease terms to obtain the former base property
before actual redevelopment plans could be implemented (Glassberg 1995; Ehrhart, Frye, and
Lee 1998; Bradshaw 1999; CRS 2012; Ashley and Touchton 2015). While the OEA was
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established to assist officials with those tasks and support redevelopment at the former base, the
process is complex and time-consuming (OEA 2002; Ashley and Touchton 2015).
Environmental remediation was sometimes an additional complication to the
redevelopment process (Ehrhart, Frye, and Lee 1998). During their time of operation, some base
activities produced substantial hazardous materials or by-products and little regard was given to
environmental impact in or around the site (Bradshaw 1999; Havlick 2007). As Dell (1998)
noted in his research, the DoD was obligated to remedy any environmental concerns, but the
associated costs were not always accounted for in the closure costs, adding a further
complication and time delay. Additionally, redevelopment officials had to be prepared to accept
responsibility for any additional unforeseen environmental cleanup discovered after property
transfer (Ehrhart, Frye, and Lee 1998). In some circumstances, parcels of former military bases
were converted for conservation use as they were unsuitable for redevelopment after economic
and political considerations were considered (Ehrhart, Frye, and Lee 1998; Havlick 2007).
Havlick (2007) contends that such conversions often simply covered-up eyesores with the most
cost-effective and public-relations friendly result. At many conversion sites, issues still linger
over clean-up efforts and funding, jurisdiction and management of the site, and land use despite
being framed as a successful conversion.
Despite the additional challenges of redeveloping a closed military base, existing research
suggests that communities are often overall better off after closure. Literature published by the
OEA (2002) emphasizes the benefits of using the former installation to expand its economic base
by attracting more diverse higher wage, higher skill industries. According to Hooker and Knetter
(2001), the newly available space once occupied by the base provided opportunities to attract
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more profitable industries to the region, increasing tax base revenue. MacKinnon (1978), writing
on earlier pre-BRAC closures, stated that communities developed an increased level of
confidence after implementing redevelopment plans, reinforced by other existing studies
(Hooker and Knetter 2001; Cidell 2003; CRS 2012).
Although, like the replacement jobs brought into the former auto and steel manufacturing
regions, new jobs at the former base were not always a direct match in terms of skills or wages.
While a large number of communities did experience overall success in regard to economic
redevelopment and growth, often a portion of the displaced base employees were not among
those who benefited (MacKinnon 1978; Bradshaw 1999; CRS 2012). Poast (2006) notes that the
skills of the civilian workforce were considered when trying to attract new employers to the
former base, but, as research indicates, directly matching those skills was not always possible.
Despite predictions of catastrophic losses, communities that experienced shock from
military base closure were generally able to cope with the resulting impacts. Most communities
saw negative initial impacts from employment losses, income fluctuations, and declines in
residentiary businesses and services. In the long-run, through effective leadership, assistance
from external government agencies, and organized redevelopment plans, communities rebounded
from the negative effects and built on new strengths. It should be noted, however, that not all
communities were successful and some still struggle with redevelopment, especially isolated
rural locations. These situations require further examination into how their difficult
circumstances can be remedied beyond the scope of this study.
This analysis contributes to the existing research on economic shock and subsequent
redevelopment resulting from closure of military bases. Broadly, this study synthesizes and
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extends findings from previous research on military base closures to regions affected by the two
most recent BRAC closure rounds in 1995 and 2005 which have received less attention to date.
Uniquely, an economic base theory approach is used to examine pre- and post-closure changes to
the composition of affected county-level economic bases. Other existing works frequently used a
case study approach (Erickson 1977; Rioux and Schofield 1990; Bradshaw 1999; Hill Thanner
and Wechsler Segal 2008) or samples of multiple locations for analysis (MacKinnon 1978;
Hooker and Knetter 2001; Cidell 2003; Hultquist and Petras 2012; Ashley and Touchton 2015;
Drucker 2015) to examine changes in employment, income, or demographics. Several studies
specifically compare the impacts of closed bases in rural versus urban locations (Isserman and
Stenberg 1994; Hattery and Koch 1995; Sorenson and Stenberg 2015). Several studies have been
produced through the U.S. Government, which mirror the findings of academic research (USDA
1994; OEA 2002; CRS 2012). Counterfactual comparisons were also commonly used in base
closure analyses (Isserman and Stenberg 1994; Hooker and Knetter 2001; Hultquist and Petras
2012) as were focuses on former airfield activity (MacKinnon 1978; Cidell 2003; Hooker and
Knetter 2001).
Through examination of the economic base, changes in industry multipliers provides
indications of impacts from closure and redevelopment. A nationwide sample of major military
base closures in the most recent BRAC rounds is used to analyze industry changes for common
patterns or trends indicative of the level of impact and redevelopment activity. This analysis
provides additional information for past, and potentially future, affected locations to guide their
planning and redevelopment activity.

CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN
This analysis explores the impact of military installation closures on the economic bases
of the affected counties. Two research questions serve as the focal points of this study: 1) have
the economic bases of counties with closed military bases changed between pre- and postclosure? and 2) if yes, are the same changes present within different closure rounds?
To address the first question, multipliers for basic industries will be calculated and
examined for changes pre- and post-closure. The hypothesis is as follows (Eq. 6):
:
:

=
≠

(6)

Where:
Mpre represents pre-closure basic industry multipliers
Mpost represents post-closure basic industry multipliers
Finally, employment changes within basic industries will be compared across two selected
BRAC closure rounds. The hypothesis for the final research question is written as (Eq 7):
:∆
:∆

=∆
≠∆

(7)

Where:
∆
∆

represents basic industry employment changes in closure round #1
represents basic industry employment changes in closure round #2

Collectively, the two research questions will identify the presence of comparable economic base
changes within counties affected by military base closures. As addressed by the first research
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question, if industry multipliers do not change between pre- and post-closure, this would suggest
communities should not have concerns about the effects of economic shock on their local
economic bases. If industry multipliers do change between pre- and post-closure, the second
research question provides further analysis of those changes. Similarities in changes across broad
samples of affected locations would indicate that closure impacts are experienced in the same
manner. Therefore, possible future locations could expect similar outcomes and plan
accordingly. Conversely, if changes are not similar, that would indicate that local forces can
shape closure impacts. Findings from this analysis should provide context of how counties have
endured and economically redeveloped post-closure. Current, and potentially future, affected
locations can use such information for planning purposes to guide their redevelopment efforts.
Data
The study area for this analysis was chosen from the 1995 and 2005 BRAC Commission
closure rounds (BRAC 1995, 2005 Vol. 1). Those two rounds were selected as they are the most
recent rounds and have been included in fewer existing analyses. Only the military bases
identified by the BRAC Commission as major closures within the contiguous United States were
included for analysis to maintain a broad sense of spatial and economic uniformity. Bases from
all military service branches, as well as the Defense Logistics Agency 1 (DLA), were included.
United States counties were used as the spatial unit of analysis to capture the effects on
the surrounding community as modeled with existing studies (Isserman and Stenberg 1994;
Hooker and Knetter 2001; Essletzbicher 2004; Feyrer, Sacerdote, and Stern 2007; Sorenson and

1

The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) is located within the Department of Defense and provides logistical support
for the US Military. Please see http://www.dla.mil/AboutDLA/ for further information on the DLA.
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Stenberg 2015). Counties home to closed installations in the 1995 and 2005 BRAC rounds were
identified (Table 1). If military bases were located on county borders, both counties were
included in the analysis.
Less than thirty counties met the selection criteria in each BRAC round. Within the 1995
BRAC round, twenty-six bases were listed as major closures, impacting twenty-eight counties.
Military installations closed within that round included ten from the Army, six from the Navy,
six from the Air Force, and four from the DLA. The 2005 BRAC round closed twenty military
bases which affected twenty-one counties. Of those bases, twelve from the Army, six from the
Navy, and three from the Air Force were closed. Figure 1 displays a map of the affected counties
for each BRAC round.
Two unique situations were observed within the two rounds. In the 1995 BRAC round,
Sacramento County, California had two military bases closed – McClellan Air Force Base and
the DLA Defense Distribution Depot – as their activities were interlinked (BRAC 1995). Also,
Bexar County, Texas had a base closure in both the 1995 and 2005 BRAC rounds. These
situations could potentially have additional compounding effects on employment changes
beyond losses from a single base closure experienced by the remaining counties.
Data were collected at the county level for 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2014 (most recent available at
time of analysis). Those four years were selected to capture pre-closure and post-closure data
over time. While the BRAC rounds for the analysis are dated 1995 and 2005, bases often take
several years to decommission and do so on different timelines.
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Figure 1. Counties with Major Closures in the 1995 and 2005 BRAC Rounds.
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Table 1. Major Closures in the 1995 and 2005 BRAC Rounds within contiguous United States.

Name of Military Base

Department County/Counties

1995 BRAC Major Closures
Bayonne Military Ocean Terminal
Army
Bergstrom Air Reserve Base
Air Force
Chicago O'Hare International Airport Air
Air Force
Reserve Station
Defense Distribution Depot
DLA
Defense Distribution Depot
DLA
Defense Distribution Depot
DLA
Defense Distribution Depot
DLA
Fitzsimons Army Medical Center
Army
Fort Chaffee
Army
Fort Indiantown Gap
Army
Fort McClellan
Army
Fort Pickett
Army
Fort Ritchie
Army
Long Beach Naval Shipyard
Navy
McClellan Air Force Base
Air Force
Naval Air Station
Navy
Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division
Navy
Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft Division
Navy
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division Navy
Detachment
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren
Navy
Division Detachment
Oakland Army Base
Army
Ontario International Airport Air Guard
Air Force
Station
Reese Air Force Base
Air Force
Roslyn Air Guard Station
Air Force
Savanna Army Depot Activity
Army
Seneca Army Depot

Army
(Continued on following page)

State

Hudson
Travis
Cook

NJ
TX
IL

Sacramento
Shelby
Bexar
Weber
Arapahoe/Adams
Sebastian
Lebanon/Dauphin
Calhoun
Nottoway
Washington
Los Angeles
Sacramento
Norfolk
Marion
Bucks
Jefferson

CA
TN
TX
UT
CO
AR
PA
AL
VA
MD
CA
CA
MA
IN
PA
KY

Montgomery

MD

Alameda
San Bernardino

CA
CA

Lubbock
Nassau
Carroll/ Jo
Daviess
Seneca

TX
NY
IL
NY
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(Table 1 continued)

Name of Military Base

Department
2005 BRAC Major Closures
Brooks City Base
Air Force
Deseret Chemical Depot
Army
Fort Gillem
Army
Fort McPherson
Army
Fort Monmouth
Army
Fort Monroe
Army
General Mitchell Air Reserve Station
Air Force
Kansas Army Ammunition Plant
Army
Lone Star Army Ammunition Plant
Army
Mississippi Army Ammunition Plant
Army
Naval Air Station
Navy
Naval Air Station
Navy
Naval Air Station
Navy
Naval Station
Navy
Naval Station
Navy

County/Counties

State
TX
UT
GA
GA
NJ
VA
WI
KS
TX
MS
GA
ME
PA
MS
TX

Newport Chemical Depot
Onizuka Air Force Station
Riverbank Army Ammunition Plant
Selfridge Army Activity
Umatilla Chemical Depot

Bexar
Tooele
Clayton
Fulton
Monmouth
Hampton city
Milwaukee
Labette
Bowie
Hancock
DeKalb
Cumberland
Montgomery
Jackson
San Patricio/
Nueces
Vermillion
Santa Clara
Stanislaus
Macomb
Umatilla

Army
Air Force
Army
Army
Army

IN
CA
CA
MI
OR
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Selected demographic data were collected for socioeconomic context of the study area.
Although demographic data were not specifically required to answer the stated research
objectives, it provides descriptive information that can inform the economic base analyses. This
additional explanatory information strengthens interpretations of the results through an improved
understanding of the study area composition. All demographic data were available at the county
level for each year included in the analysis.
Total population, per capita income (PCI), median age, educational attainment, and
unemployment rate data were obtained for each county in the study. These socioeconomic
variables were selected based on existing economic shock and base closure research that
incorporated similar data in their analyses (MacKinnon 1978; Bradshaw 1999; Hooker and
Knetter 2001; Essletzbichler 2004; Feyer, Sacerdote, and Stern 2007; Hill Thanner and Weschler
Segal 2008; Platt-Boustan and Margo 2009; Doussard, Peck, and Theodore 2009; Drucker 2011;
Hulquist and Petras 2012).
All data, except unemployment rates, were obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau and the
National Historic Geographic Information System (NHGIS) from the Minnesota Population
Center at the University of Minnesota. Only the data for 1990 were downloaded from the NHGIS
since it was not easily located through the U.S. Census Bureau website. Total population data for
1990, 2000, and 2010 are decennial Census data. The data for 2014 were available from the 2014
American Community Survey (ACS) Five-Year Data set, which provides estimated data rather
than decennial counts. Data for per capita income (PCI) represents income earned in the past
twelve months. The 1990 and 2000 PCI information are decennial Census data. Data from 2010
and 2014 were downloaded from the ACS Five-Year Survey estimates for their respective year.
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Median age data for 1990, 2000, and 2010 represent decennial counts while 2014 data are fiveyear estimates from the ACS.
Educational attainment data for persons twenty-five years or older underwent additional
processing by this author. Data are decennial counts for 1990 and 2000, and the remaining years
are ACS five-year estimates. The number of individuals with a bachelor’s degree or higher was
totaled and then divided by the total population of the county to calculate the percent of
population with a bachelor’s degree or higher. This percentage was used for analysis to provide a
rate rather than a count.
Unemployment rates were obtained from the Local Area Unemployment Statistics
(LAUS) available from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Unemployment rates represent
annual averages for each county.
Industry employment data were downloaded from the NHGIS for each year in the
analysis. The data for 1990 and 2000 represents U.S. Census Bureau decennial census data while
2010 and 2014 data represent ACS Five-Year survey estimates. Industry employment was
aggregated according to the existing industry classification codes in place for each year of the
analysis. The industry employment data for 1990 was organized based on the 1990 Census
Industry Codes, which were generally based on the 1980 Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
codes. A 2003 report from the U.S. Census Bureau was used to match census codes to
corresponding SIC codes (U.S. Census Bureau 2003). The employment data for the remaining
years is grouped using the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS).
The transition between classification systems distorted a consistent industry employment
comparison between 1990 and the other time years. The Office of Management and Budget
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(OMB) was tasked with developing the NAICS codes to improve industry classifications
reflecting advancements to production processes and to include new emerging service and
technology industries. Previously, four-digit SIC codes were used to classify industries prior to
the implementation of the six-digit NAICS codes in 1997. The classification system was changed
after numerous concerns, beyond the scope of this study, arose over time regarding the structure
of the SIC system in relationship to the changing global economy. The change also provided
additional industry classification levels, which allowed more detailed industry data collection
and analyses (U.S. ECPC; U.S. Census Bureau 2003, 2016). The NAICS codes underwent minor
revisions in 2002, 2007, and 2012, with new revisions set for 2017, but remained relatively
consistent in classification (U.S. Census Bureau 2016).
For purposes of this study, data were obtained for broad industry classification categories.
Table 2 displays the SIC and NAICS classification levels at which data were obtained. This
analysis examines only general industry changes at the county level for select U.S. counties.
Collection and analysis of highly detailed industry data were not necessary for such a large-scale
examination and was costly in terms of data processing time.
Spatial boundary files (shapefiles) were downloaded from NHGIS for U.S. counties, urban areas,
state boundaries, and nation boundary. These shapefiles were used with ArcMap 10.3 (ESRI
2016) for both data visualization and processing. Data from Excel spreadsheets were joined to
the county shapefiles to expedite data filtering for closure-impacted counties only. Maps
identifying affected counties also displayed the counties’ location relative to urban areas in 1990
and 2014. Urban area shapefiles for 1990 and 2014 were included for reference to illustrate
growth of urban areas over time since economic processes vary from rural to urban locations.
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Table 2. Organization of Data by Industry Classification.
1990 Census Code (1980 SIC Code)
Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries (000-039)
Mining (040-059)
Construction (060-099)
Manufacturing, nondurable goods (100-229)
Manufacturing, durable goods (230-399)
Transportation (400-439)
Communications and other public utilities (440-499)
Wholesale trade (500-579)
Retail trade (580-699)
Finance, insurance, and real estate (700-720)
Business and repair services (721-760)
Personal services (761-799)
Entertainment and recreation services (800-811)
Professional and related services (812-899): Health services (812-840)
Professional and related services (812-899): Educational services (842-860)
Professional and related services (812-899): Other professional and related services (841, 861-899)
Public administration (900-939)
2000-2014 NAICS
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil/Gas Extraction
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and warehousing
Information
Finance and insurance
Real Estate, Rental, and Leasing
Professional, scientific, and technical services
Management of Companies and Enterprises
Administrative, Support, Waste Management, and Remediation Services
Educational Services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment, and recreation
Accommodation and Food Service
Other services, except public administration
Public administration
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Methods
Economic base theory serves as the foundation for this analysis. Although military
installations are established and maintained by the federal government, they export products or
services to the military. The federal government dictates their closure as well, and resultant
employment losses impact the local economy through induced or indirect effects. This study
examines pre- and post-closure changes to and the relationships between basic and non-basic
employment within the counties affected by the 1995 and 2005 BRAC rounds.
Changes to the larger economic base composition of impacted counties has been little
addressed within existing military base closure research, especially for the most recent BRAC
rounds. Employment multipliers were calculated using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression
models to identify relationships between basic and non-basic industry sectors in affected counties
over time. For local economic base examination, shift-share analyses using industry employment
were generated for select counties. Existing literature indicates overall no long-term employment
losses for most locations, but this study is expected to provide further insight into how the
composition of the economic bases were affected.
The 1995 and 2005 BRAC closures were examined separately to compare any changes
between the two samples. This provided the opportunity to analyze whether locations subject to
closures experienced similar or different effects to their economic bases. Analyses for the 1995
BRAC round used data from 1990, 2000, 2010, and 2014. Data from 2000, 2010, and 2014 were
used for analysis of the 2005 closure round. Each set of years was selected to capture similar preclosure data and post-closure data over time for each round. Since the 2005 round is more recent,
it had less post-closure data for examination.
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The selected methods and data were used to test the research hypotheses in the analysis.
Employment multipliers generated from the regression models for each industry in both closure
rounds were examined for pre- and post-closure changes to reject or accept the first hypothesis
(Eq. 6). If such changes are present, then those changes, along with the employment shift-share
analysis results, were examined for similarities between the 1995 and 2005 closure rounds to test
the second hypothesis (Eq. 7).
Employment Bifurcation
In accordance with economic base theory, county industry employment was divided into
basic or non-basic activity. Industry employment was divided using the assignment method
based on the knowledge of this analyst. Location quotients were calculated for supplemental
information with selection of basic industries, but were not preferred as the primary bifurcation
method. The assignment method can introduce error resulting from misjudgment of the analyst,
but it is commonly accepted and used by those in the planning and development field (Isserman
1977; Gerking and Isserman 1981; Malizia and Feser 1999).
This analysis examines changes to specific industry groups over time for a wide-range of
locations, therefore assigning industries that typically produce for export was considered most
appropriate. Assignment of industries allows for a consistent selection of industry classifications
for regression models to track changes to employment multipliers. Importantly, it allows for
identification of potential trends between pre- and post-closure in the selected industries to
provide insight into redevelopment after military base closure. Possible error due to
misidentification of basic industries is expected to be minimal, especially given the broader
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industry employment aggregation and national scale of study area. Any substantial errors should
be evident during examination of the employment summary statistics or in model diagnostics.
The two-digit NAICS divisions were used as a guide for bifurcation of industries. Eight
NAICS divisions were identified as basic industries, with the remaining groups then considered
non-basic industries, based on the general activity of each division. Industries identified as basic
were: agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting; mining, quarrying, and oil/gas extraction;
manufacturing; wholesale trade; transportation and warehousing; professional, scientific, and
technical services; arts, entertainment, and recreation; and accommodation and food service. The
remaining industries were thought not to produce enough export activity to be considered as
basic industries, and, therefore identified as non-basic industries. All non-basic industry
employment was then summed together and treated as a single variable.
Although the selected industries can also produce goods or services for local markets,
they primarily provide their goods or services for export to external markets. The agriculture,
forestry, fishing and hunting and Mining, quarrying, and oil/gas extraction sectors extract and
export natural resources to external markets. The Wholesale trade, Transportation and
Warehousing, and Manufacturing sectors distribute or provide added value to raw materials and
resources that are bound for export markets. The Professional, scientific, and technical services,
Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and Accommodation and food service industry sectors
provide services that largely serve markets outside their local area (U.S. Census Bureau 2016).
For 1990 industry employment, similar industry groups had to be matched between the
SIC and NAICS codes in the remaining years for comparative time series analysis. Using the SIC
descriptions, this analyst matched nine Census/SIC categories from the downloaded Census data
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to the selected eight NAICS divisions. The following Census/SIC categories were selected to
align with the NAICS divisions: Agriculture, forestry, and fisheries; Mining; Manufacturing,
nondurable goods; Manufacturing, durable goods; Transportation; Wholesale trade; Personal
services; Entertainment and recreation services; and Professional and related services: Other
professional and related services.
Despite the names of the Census/SIC categories, the categories were chosen and paired
because their groupings contained similar industries overall. The two SIC manufacturing sectors,
durable and non-durable, were combined and paired with the manufacturing NAICS industry
sector. It should be noted that the Agriculture, forestry, and fishing SIC category contained
landscaping services, which diverted nearly twenty percent of industry employment to the
Administrative, support, and waste services sector in the 2000 Census NAICS employment data
(U.S. Census Bureau 2003, Table 6). This classification change could potentially be translated as
significant job losses to the agriculture sector between 1990 and 2000, especially in urban
counties, and will be taken into consideration within this analysis. While other minor differences
exist between the remaining classification pairings, large differences in employment were not
anticipated.
Additional explanation will clarify the pairings with the Personal services; Entertainment
and recreation services; and Professional and related services: Other professional and related
services Census/SIC categories. The Personal services industry group includes lodging and
recreational camping activities. Entertainment and recreation services does contain local
activities, such as dance studios and video tape rental establishments, but also includes activities
targeted to external markets such as amusement parks, motion picture production, and
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commercial sports. Other professional and related services contains the professional engineering,
architectural, surveying, and research and development industries. They were then matched
accordingly with the new NAICS classifications based on those descriptions (U.S. Census 2003;
OSHA 2016).
Summary Statistics
Prior to running any regression models or shift-share analyses, summary statistics were
calculated for both demographic and industry employment data. Summary statistics allowed for
an initial exploratory data analysis of the study area. Microsoft Excel 2016 was used to calculate
maximum, mean, median, minimum, and standard deviation values for each of the two BRAC
closure rounds. Individual county values for each variable were also graphed for each year in the
given round’s identified time frame for further visual comparison and assessment.
Demographic summary statistics were calculated for five variables for the selected years
in each BRAC closure round for socioeconomic context. Summary statistics and graphs were
generated for total population, percent of population with bachelor’s degree or more, PCI,
median age, and annual average unemployment rate.
Industry employment summary statistics were calculated for each industry sector
identified as basic and for total non-basic employment. The same summary statistics and graphs
were generated for industry employment, however, three additional time frames were calculated.
Changes in employment were calculated for 1990 to 2014, 1990 to 2010, and 2010 to 2014 for
the 1995 round. Similarly, for the 2005 BRAC round, the years 2000 to 2014, 2000 to 2010, and
2010 to 2014 were calculated. These time periods were included to provide additional context for
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the OLS regression analyses to explore changes over time and for potential effects from the 2008
recession.
OLS Regression Models
An ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model was selected for this study as it is
traditionally used to calculate multipliers in economic base analyses. Other models, such as
spatial error or spatial lag, were not chosen as spatial effects were not incorporated given the
wide geographic distribution of the counties within the study area. The majority of counties
within each study area are not located within a reasonable proximity of one another to be
considered neighbors, thus any spillover effects cannot be appropriately captured or measured.
In each regression model, non-basic employment was the dependent variable and the
basic employment industries were the independent variables. Each of the individual given years
(t) in the analysis were run as individual models for each BRAC closure round. The equations for
the 2000, 2010, and 2014 models for each round are identical, reflecting the NAICS divisions
(Eq 8). The 1990 model for the 1995 BRAC round analyses has different variable names to
reflect the Census/SIC codes (Eq. 9). Regression models were also constructed for the three
additional time change periods (t2 – t1) for each closure round and their variable names reflect the
NAICS division (Eq. 10). As previously discussed, employment changes for basic and non-basic
industries were calculated for 1990 to 2014, 1990 to 2010, and 2010 to 2014 for the 1995 closure
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Where:
NBASICt represents Non-Basic employment for the given year
AGFFHt represents Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting employment for
the given year
MINEt represents Mining, Quarrying, and Oil/Gas Extraction employment for the
given year
MANUt represents Manufacturing employment for the given year
TRANSt represents Transportation and Warehousing employment for the given
year
WTRADEt represents Wholesale Trade employment for the given year
FOODt represents Accommodation and Food Services employment for the given
year
ENTRt represents Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation Services employment for
the given year
PSTt represents Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services employment for
the given year
round and 2000 to 2014, 2000 to 2010, and 2010 to 2014 were calculated for the 2005 closure
round. Employment changes within these time periods explore temporal changes and possible
effects from the 2008 recession.
A total of thirteen regression models were run for this study. Seven models were run for
the 1995 BRAC round and six were run for the 2005 BRAC round. The 1995 BRAC round had
an additional model for the year 1990, which was not included with the 2005 round models.
Regression analyses were run within RStudio after processing and formatting the data in Excel
2016.
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Where:
NBASICt represents Non-Basic employment for the given year
AGFFt represents Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries employment for the given
year
MINEt represents Mining employment for the given year
MANUt represents Manufacturing employment for the given year
TRANSt represents Transportation employment for the given year
WTRADEt represents Wholesale Trade employment for the given year
PSERVt represents Personal Services employment for the given year
ENRECt represents Entertainment and Recreation Services employment for the
given year
OTHERt represents Other Professional and Related Services employment for the
given year
∆
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Where:
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆
∆

represents Non-Basic employment change for the given years
represents Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, and Hunting
employment change for the given years
represents Mining, Quarrying, and Oil/Gas Extraction employment
change for the given years
represents Manufacturing employment change for the given years
represents Transportation and Warehousing employment change
for the given years
represents Wholesale Trade employment change for the given
years
represents Accommodation and Food Services employment change
for the given years
represents Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation Services
employment change for the given years
represents Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services employment
change for the given years
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Shift-Share Models
Shift-share analyses using basic industry employment were conducted for local economic
base examination. Three counties were chosen from each closure round by this analyst with
county demographic statistics as guidance in the selection process. Specific counties were chosen
to form a representative sample of rural, mid-size, and metropolitan populations and geographic
location for each round. One county, Bexar County, Texas, was specifically included since it
experienced military base closures in both 1995 and 2005 BRAC rounds.
Shift-share analyses were conducted for the pre- and post-closure years only. For
counties in the 1995 BRAC closure round, shift-share models were run for employment changes
between 1990 and 2014. For the 2005 BRAC round, models were run for employment changes
between 2000 and 2014.
The results provide further insight into local employment changes for each the identified
basic industries (i). Changes in regional employment (e) and national employment (E) from one
year (t1) to another (t2) can be broken down to identify employment changes due to national
economic growth, industry-specific growth, and regional economic growth (O hUallachain 1987;
McLean and Voytek 1992; Shaffer, Deller, and Marcouiller 2004). Equation 11 expresses the
complete shift-share model:
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Where:
and
represents local and national employment in given industry for initial
year in analysis
and
represents local and national employment in given industry for final
year in analysis
represents total national employment for initial year in analysis
represents total national employment for final year in analysis

Employment change within the study area attributed to total national economic growth, assuming
the local industry employment grew at the national rate, is typically referred to as the national
share (NS) (Eq. 12).
=

−1

(12)

Changes in local employment can also be attributed to overall industry growth, assuming local
industry employment grew at the national industry level rate. This component is commonly
referred to as industry mix (IM) (Eq. 13).
=

−

(14)

The final component, competitive or local/regional share, calculates local industry employment
in comparison to the national industry growth. This identifies the study area’s unique
performance or competitive share (CS) within the given industry (Eq. 15).
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Results of the regression and shift-share analyses will be used to test each research
question. Based on existing economic shock and military base closure literature, changes in
industry multipliers are anticipated between pre- and post-closure of the military installation
within both study areas. Additionally, basic industry multipliers are also expected to vary
between the two closure rounds due to expected local differences in regional competitive
advantages, leadership, and planning efforts. Shift-share results should provide elaborative
details regarding local industry employment fluctuations to expand upon the expected industry
multiplier changes. Final analysis will conclude with the acceptance or rejection of each
hypothesis.

CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Prior to running the OLS regression models, summary statistics for the selected
demographic variables and industry employment data were calculated for both the 1995 and
2005 BRAC rounds (see Appendix for mapped data). After results of the summary statistics were
examined for study area context, results from the OLS regression models, thirteen in total, were
analyzed. Finally, results from the shift-share analyses were examined for the chosen counties.
Demographic Summary Statistics
1995 BRAC Round
Twenty-eight counties were included in the 1995 BRAC round analysis and Table 3
displays their summary statistics. Of note, two counties contained major urban areas: Chicago in
Cook County, Illinois and Los Angeles in Los Angeles County, California. Total population for
the study area in 1990 ranged from 14,993 in Nottoway County, Virginia to 8,863,164 in Los
Angeles County, California with median and mean values of 547,137 and 975,906, respectively.
Values for total population continually increase in all four years for all statistics generated,
except for the minimum value in 2014. Carroll County, Illinois, which contained the minimum
population values in 2010 and 2014, slightly declined in total population between those two
years. The maximum population value, found in Los Angeles County all four years, has a notable
rise from 1990 to 2000, but that growth slows over the remaining years. Standard deviations
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Table 3. Demographic Summary Statistics for the 1995 BRAC Closure Round.
Counties with Major Closures in the 1995 BRAC Round
1990
2000
Total Population
14,993

MINIMUM

15,725

2010

2014

15,387

15,027

MEDIAN

547,137

603,305

629,758

640,542

MEAN (AVG)

975,906

1,075,167

1,140,595

1,163,087

8,863,164

9,519,338

9,818,605

9,974,203

1,790,821 1,914,008 1,949,297
Percent w/ Bachelor's Degree or More

1,977,083

MAXIMUM
STD DEV

6.0

7.7

8.2

8.7

MEDIAN

12.8

15.5

17.4

18.2

MEAN (AVG)

13.6

16.2

18.3

19.7

MAXIMUM

33.8

37.1

37.6

39.4

7.1

7.5

MINIMUM

6.2
6.9
Per Capita Income

STD DEV
MINIMUM

$10,036

$15,552

$20,318

$19,208

MEDIAN

$13,713

$20,999

$26,531

$27,122

MEAN (AVG)

$14,866

$22,197

$28,120

$29,377

MAXIMUM

$25,591

$35,684

$47,310

$48,916

$3,646
$5,015
Median Age

$6,674

$7,218

STD DEV
MINIMUM

28.9

29.3

30.4

30.6

MEDIAN

33.1

35.0

36.7

36.9

MEAN (AVG)

33.1

35.2

37.2

37.6

MAXIMUM

39.0

41.6

47.1

48.2

2.6
3.3
4.3
Annual Average Unemployment Rate

4.4

STD DEV
MINIMUM

2.4

2.3

5.6

3.9

MEDIAN

5.0

3.7

8.9

5.8

MEAN (AVG)

5.2

3.7

9.1

5.9

MAXIMUM

7.3

5.4

13.5

8.2

STD DEV

1.2

0.9

2.0

1.2
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reflect the change in population ranges, with the largest increase in value from 1990 to 2000, but
then smaller, steady increases throughout the other years.
Values for percent of population with a bachelor’s degree or more increase across all
statistics for all years. Minimum values for all years are found in Nottoway County, Virginia
while maximum values for all years are found in Montgomery County, Maryland, located on the
north edge of the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. The standard deviations also increase
through all four years, indicating a slightly widening educational achievement gap between
locations.
Per capita income continually increased across all years as well. In 1990, incomes range
from $10,036 in Nottoway County to $25,591 in Montgomery County, Maryland. By 2014,
incomes range from $19, 208 to $48,916 again in Nottoway and Montgomery Counties,
respectively. However, the minimum values from 1990 to 2014 grow by approximately $9,000
while maximum values almost double in the same time frame. This uneven income growth is
also reflected in the median, mean, and standard deviations as they shift with the increasing
higher income values.
Median age increases for all statistics in all years. The minimum median age rises from
28.9 years in Weber County, Utah, in the Ogden area, to 30.6 years in Lubbock County, Texas
from 1990 to 2014. The maximum median age has a more dramatic increase in the same time
frame, rising from 39.0 years in Nottoway County to 48.2 years in Jo Daviess County, Illinois,
both rural locations. Again, the median, mean, and standard deviations reflect a general increase
in range of median age within the study area.
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The annual average unemployment rates reflect the changing economic conditions within
the United States from 1990 to 2014. All values for unemployment rates decrease slightly from
1990 to 2000, but notably increase in 2010, reflective of the effects from the recession that began
in 2008. All values decrease by 2014, but are slightly elevated above the values in 2000 but are
similar to those in 1990. The lowest unemployment rates shift from 2.4 percent in 1990 and up to
5.6 percent in 2010, both observations from Montgomery County. Minimum unemployment rate
then decreases to 3.9 percent in 2014, found in Lubbock County. The maximum values rise from
7.3 percent in 1990 (Sebastian, Bexar, and Hudson Counties) to 13.5 percent in 2010, found in
San Bernardino County, and then decrease to 8.2 percent in 2014, found in Los Angeles County.
2005 BRAC Round
The 2005 BRAC closure round study area, unlike the 1995 study area, does not contain
major urban areas on the same scale as Los Angeles or Chicago. All statistics for the 2005 round
are found in Table 4. The largest urban area is located within Santa Clara County, California,
which contains San Jose on the south edge of the San Francisco metropolitan area. Minimum
values for total population decrease from 16,788 to 15,952 between 2000 and 2014, with all
observations from Vermillion County, Indiana. Maximum total population increases steadily in
the same time period, increasing from 1,682,585 to 1,841,569, with all observations from Santa
Clara County. Median, mean, and standard deviation values all increase across time as well,
indicating an increasing urban population.
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Table 4. Demographic Summary Statistics for the 2005 BRAC Closure Round.
Counties with Major Closures in the 2005 BRAC
Round
2000
2010
Total Population

2014

16,788

16,212

15,952

MEDIAN

265,612

281,674

284,351

MEAN (AVG)

454,383

493,998

505,755

1,682,585

1,781,642

1,841,569

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

461,691
514,032
532,145
STD DEV
Percent w/ Bachelor's Degree or More
7.6

8.7

9.2

MEDIAN

11.6

14.1

15.3

MEAN (AVG)

14.8

16.6

18.0

MAXIMUM

26.8

30.1

32.2

7.6

8.2

MINIMUM

STD DEV

6.8
Per Capita Income

MINIMUM

$15,425

$18,958

$18,074

MEDIAN

$18,363

$22,655

$24,525

MEAN (AVG)

$21,069

$26,264

$27,362

MAXIMUM

$32,795

$40,976

$43,548

$5,543
$6,976
Median Age

$7,473

STD DEV
MINIMUM

27.1

29.6

30.3

MEDIAN

34.0

36.1

35.9

MEAN (AVG)

34.5

36.6

37.0

MAXIMUM

38.9

41.9

42.5

3.0
3.5
STD DEV
Annual Average Unemployment Rate

3.5

MINIMUM

2.5

6.6

4.4

MEDIAN

4.0

9.5

6.7

MEAN (AVG)

4.3

10.0

6.8

MAXIMUM

7.8

16.9

11.2

STD DEV

1.3

2.5

1.7
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All values for all years in the dataset increase for percent of population with a bachelor’s
degree or higher. All minimum observations are from Vermillion County, ranging from 7.6
percent in 2000 to 9.2 percent in 2014. The maximum value in 2000 is 26.8 percent from Santa
Clara county, rising to 32.2 percent from Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, located on the
north side of Philadelphia. As with population, the median, mean, and standard deviations
increase in all years, suggesting increasing attainment, but a growing gap between the lowest and
highest educational attainment levels.
Statistical values for PCI increase across time as well. San Patricio County, Texas, which
is located just north of Corpus Cristi, has the minimum value of $15,425 in 2000, but the
minimum rises to $18,074 in 2014 in Clayton County, Georgia, situated south of the Atlanta
area. Maximum values increase from $32,795 in Santa Clara County to $43,548 in Monmouth
County, New Jersey. The maximum income value has a larger increase over time than the
minimum income value, which is also reflected by the increasing median, mean, and standard
deviation statistics.
Median age statistics have an increasing trend. All minimum median age observations are
from Tooele County, Utah, situated on the west side of the Great Salt Lake, ranging from 27.1
years to 30.3 years. Vermillion County had all maximum observations, increasing from 38.9
years to 42.5 years. Median and mean statistical values all rise from 2000 to 2014, with the
exception of a slight decrease in the median value from 2010 to 2014. The standard deviation
holds relatively steady throughout all years.
The average annual unemployment rates for the 2005 BRAC round study area shift
across time. All statistical values increase from 2000 to 2010 and then decrease by 2014. All
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minimum values are from Cumberland County, Maine while all maximum values from
Stanislaus County, California, located in the Central Valley area east of San Francisco. While
values decrease from 2010 to 2014, they do not return to similar, lower values found in 2000.
Standard deviation values indicate a wider gap between values in 2010, but that shrinks by 2014
to a value just slightly above that of 2000. The increases are reflective of the impact from the
2008 recession.
Industry Employment Summary Statistics
1995 BRAC Round
The changes in industry classification codes complicate analyses of industry employment
between 1990 and 2000 for the 1995 BRAC study area, most noticeable in the Agriculture,
forestry, fishing, and hunting sector (see Table 5 for complete 1995 statistics). Large
employment losses are present in this sector, with the majority found in Los Angeles and Cook
Counties. The losses are likely attributable to the reclassification of landscaping services, which
would be most prevalent in larger metropolitan areas. From 2000 to 2014, with the consistent
NAICS classification in place, some smaller losses still occur between 2000 and 2010 in nearly
all locations. However, overall growth occurs within the study area between 2010 and 2014 as
indicated by the increasing 2014 statistic values. Los Angeles County, which has the maximum
observation in all single years, has the largest growth between 2010 and 2014 (+2,239 jobs),
while Jo Daviess County has the largest losses in the same time period (-256 jobs).
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Table 5. Industry Employment Summary Statistics for the 1995 BRAC Closure Round .
1990

2000

2010

2014

1990-2014

1990-2010

2010-2014

-40,671
-2,012
-4,014
-256
7,491

-42,910
-2,081
-4,200
-229
7,876

-236
45
186
2,239
461

-4,183
-48
-102
4,134
1,220

-4,679
-75
-381
571
967

-102
41
279
3,563
688

AGFF/AGFFH
MINIMUM
MEDIAN
MEAN
MAXIMUM
STD DEV

328
2,633
5,393
54,215
9,944

175
874
1,353
7,477
1,548

MINIMUM
MEDIAN
MEAN
MAXIMUM
STD DEV

7
318
817
6,911
1,397

5
191
401
2,711
571

68
72
492
555
1,193
1,379
11,305
13,544
2,111
2,505
MINE
7
0
155
184
436
715
2,232
5,629
598
1,188
MANU

1,108

780

421

334

-468,840

-441,331

-27,509

MEDIAN

30,431

25,367

18,017

18,328

-7,594

-7,918

-94

MEAN

77,798

60,489

42,752

41,459

-36,339

-35,046

-1,293

MAXIMUM

861,337

586,627

420,006

392,497

3,436

2,222

3,733

STD DEV

171,558

119,155

83,942

78,496

93,827

88,206

5,773

MINIMUM

WTRADE
209

203

148

20

-82,392

-73,888

-8,504

MEDIAN

11,888

10,814

7,789

7,190

-3,486

-2,268

-481

MEAN

23,274

19,786

14,726

13,556

-9,719

-8,549

-1,170

213,097

184,369

139,209

130,705

1,112

1,385

181

43,842

36,175

26,768
25,010
TRANS

19,829

18,149

1,872

337

346

-43,942

-43,607

-1,884

MEDIAN

10,476

10,598

8,571

9,007

-915

-484

2

MEAN

23,699

24,493

19,633

19,490

-4,210

-4,067

-143

186,041

175,331

157,422

157,514

10,488

9,483

1,458

41,687

40,450

33,332

33,291

10,167

9,990

826

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM
STD DEV
MINIMUM

MAXIMUM
STD DEV

111

241

(Continued on following page)
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(Table 5 continued)

MINIMUM
MEDIAN

1990

2000

2010
2014
OTHER/PST

310

73

40

19,196

20,195

16,636

1990-2014

1990-2010

2010-2014

85

-56,096

-70,573

-168

17,462

-575

-881

496

35,482

35,932

30,362

32,867

-2,615

-5,120

2,505

296,399

274,877

225,826

240,303

21,011

11,187

14,477

61,859

60,637

49,112
52,714
ENREC/ENTR

12,468

14,430

4,038

10

38

0

0

-55,513

-60,586

-900

MEDIAN

3,380

4,183

2,425

2,584

-287

-477

82

MEAN

9,051

9,071

5,892

6,298

-2,753

-3,159

406

130,529

99,599

69,943

75,016

1,357

1,367

5,073

24,238

19,047

13,206
14,086
PSERV/FOOD

10,321

11,218

1,035

187

311

136

62

-492

-693

-494

6,877

14,411

9,554

10,551

1,732

1,410

458

15,090

27,821

18,647

19,932

4,842

3,557

1,285

156,643

233,154

169,142

174,667

29,663

24,514

6,718

30,293

47,375

34,047
35,427
NBASIC

7,199

5,547

2,084

3,633

3,908

2,660

2,380

-433,816

-446,626

-5,380

156,355

185,502

139,485

146,157

-6,340

-8,530

3,811

MEAN
MAXIMUM
STD DEV
MINIMUM

MAXIMUM
STD DEV
MINIMUM
MEDIAN
MEAN
MAXIMUM
STD DEV
MINIMUM
MEDIAN
MEAN
MAXIMUM
STD DEV

276,552

303,892

227,529

234,160

-42,391

-49,023

6,631

2,298,620

2,389,270

1,851,994

1,864,804

64,997

36,225

36,348

468,287

487,219

368,214

371,589

105,260

106,665

9,052
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Employment in the Mining sector has varied within the 1995 study area between 1990
and 2014. The minimum observations for single years were from rural counties while Los
Angeles County represented the maximum observations from 1990 to 2000. In 2014, the
maximum number of Mining jobs was found in Bexar County, Texas, home to the City of San
Antonio. Bexar County had the largest mining growth, with an increase of over 4,000 jobs
between 1990 and 2014. Los Angeles County had the highest losses at over 4,000 jobs over the
same time frame. The summary statistics show a general trend of loss from 1990 to 2010, but a
rebound by 2014, reflective of the industry fluctuations at the national level.
With few exceptions, the Manufacturing sector in the 1995 BRAC study area experienced
heavy losses in employment. Observations for the individual years of minimum and maximum
employment values consistently come from Nottoway County and Los Angeles County,
respectively. Los Angeles County sustains the largest employment losses (-468,840 jobs) from
1990 to 2014, whereas Travis County, Texas, home to the City of Austin, has the highest growth
(+3,436 jobs). The decreasing median, mean, and standard deviations reflect the general trend of
employment losses across time for the study area, consistent with the overall decline of
manufacturing in the U.S.
The Wholesale trade industry sector generally fared poorly in the study area as indicated
by consistent employment losses over time. Los Angeles County suffered the highest loss of
82,392 jobs, between 1990 and 2014. Travis County had the highest gains, 1,112 jobs, in the
same period. Overall, declines in Wholesale Trade were observed in most locations, with an
average (mean) loss of almost 10,000 jobs from 1990 to 2014.
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The Transportation industry within the 1995 BRAC round had mixed activity between
1990 and 2014. Summary statistics reflect an overall decline in employment, with a slight
rebound by 2014. All minimum and maximum observations are found in Nottoway County and
Los Angeles County, respectively. The largest employment losses from 1990 to 2014 were in
Cook County while highest gains in the same period were in San Bernardino County. The range
in observations indicates spatial influences on local employment numbers, with possible
influence from the recession.
Professional, scientific, and technical services (PST) display a trend similar to the
Transportation sector. The declining statistical values reflect overall employment losses between
1990 and 2010, but employment gains by 2014. A mean employment loss of over 5,000 jobs is
indicated for the study area between 1990 and 2010, but a mean growth of approximately 2,500
jobs between 2010 and 2014. Interestingly, the highest PST losses are observed in Los Angeles
County between 1990 and 2010, but the highest gains from 2010 to 2014 are also observed in the
county. The observed trend is likely influenced by changes brought on by the recession as well
as the overall national growth trend in this sector.
The Arts, entertainment, and recreation sector has some employment variation over time,
which again, could be partially due to classification changes. Not surprisingly, Los Angeles
County has the highest employment observations across the individual years. However, it also
has the hardest losses overall between 1990 and 2014, but highest job gains between 2010 and
2014. Travis County has the largest job gains from 1990 to 2014. Shrinking maximum and
standard deviation statistical values indicate general declines in the sector over time within the
study area.
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Summary statistics for the Accommodation and food services sector indicate relatively
more employment stability over time within the 1995 study area. Employment gains in the area
are reflected in the statistics between 1990 and 2000, but losses from 2000 to 2010. The larger
increase from 1990 to 2000 may result from the classification change. An increase in overall job
numbers is also present from 2010 to 2014. The increase in the median and mean single year data
indicate sector growth, with the highest growth overall between 1990 and 2014 observed in Cook
County. The highest job losses from 1990 to 2014 are observed in Shelby County, Tennessee,
where the City of Memphis is located.
Non-basic employment numbers in the 1995 BRAC round study area fluctuate slightly
over time. Median and mean statistics indicate overall job losses between 2000 and 2010, but
with job gains again by 2014. Increases in statistics between 1990 and 2000 could be attributed
to the classification change. As expected, the highest non-basic employment observations for
each single year are from Los Angeles County (the most populous) while the lowest observations
for 1990 are in Nottoway County and in Carroll County, Illinois for the remaining individual
years (rural locations). However, the largest job increases are observed in Travis County from
1990 to 2014, while losses are highest in Los Angeles County for the same time, suggestive of
local spatial factors.
2005 BRAC Round
The same summary statistics were calculated for the 2005 BRAC round, with the
exception of data for 1990, which was not included for any analyses for this round as it is more
recent (Table 6). For the 2005 BRAC round study area, the Agriculture, forestry, fishing, and
hunting industry, the statistics indicate a slight decline overall between 2000 and 2014. The
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Table 6. Industry Employment Summary Statistics for the 2005 BRAC Closure Round.
2000

2010

2014 2000-2014
AGFFH

MINIMUM
MEDIAN
MEAN
MAXIMUM
STD DEV

149
737
1,356
9,622
2,058

50
446
956
6,403
1,416

MINIMUM
MEDIAN
MEAN
MAXIMUM
STD DEV

2
100
272
1,748
414

0
141
379
2,630
670

36
558
1,056
7,410
1,617
MINE
0
127
694
5,629
1,444
MANU

MINIMUM

1,663

1,284

MEDIAN

11,728

MEAN
MAXIMUM
STD DEV

2000-2010

2010-2014

-2,212
-151
-299
23
470

-3,219
-217
-400
398
704

-499
50
101
1,007
317

-108
27
422
4,544
1,084

-197
9
107
981
281

-126
21
315
3,563
835

1,111

-86,177

-89,608

-3,158

9,077

9,146

-3,146

-3,232

-178

33,212

22,740

22,900

-10,312

-10,472

160

231,784

142,176

145,607

80

-86

3,733

51,761

32,302

33,020

19,178

19,851

1,569

WTRADE
MINIMUM
MEDIAN
MEAN
MAXIMUM
STD DEV

237

142

89

-8,703

-8,416

-1,976

4,431

3,312

3,010

-1,343

-1,119

-285

7,469

5,545

5,112

-2,357

-1,924

-433

25,515

17,805

16,812

-69

-93

327

7,493

5,601

5,222
TRANS

2,466

2,172

543

246

214

171

-7,551

-6,550

-1,638

MEDIAN

4,913

4,671

5,196

-811

-1,140

41

MEAN

8,590

6,674

6,694

-1,896

-1,916

20

24,266

21,388

21,189

283

371

1,985

8,106

6,262

6,361

2,262

2,134

658

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM
STD DEV
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(Table 6 continued)
2000

2010

113

78

5,742

4,431

MEAN

16,903

14,575

MAXIMUM

97,863

85,378

STD DEV

23,106

20,459

19

0

MINIMUM
MEDIAN

MINIMUM

2014
PST

2000-2014

2000-2010

2010-2014

83

-10,252

-12,485

-329

4,440

-113

-665

48

16,074

-829

-2,328

1,499

100,987

6,324

1,613

15,609

3,405

3,708

3,500

-3,535

-5,209

-259

23,779
ENTR
18

MEDIAN

1,924

890

1,044

-880

-1,051

49

MEAN

3,326

1,803

2,059

-1,267

-1,523

256

10,929

5,720

7,394

69

9

1,833

3,192

1,721

2,143
FOOD

1,156

1,532

554

436

78

98

-13,544

-15,192

-274

8,826

5,186

5,093

-2,840

-4,749

213

MEAN

12,889

7,516

8,329

-4,560

-5,373

813

MAXIMUM

47,891

32,699

39,417

STD DEV

13,256

8,702

9,804
NBASIC

4,526

2,970

91,254

MAXIMUM
STD DEV
MINIMUM
MEDIAN

MINIMUM
MEDIAN

-338

-321

6,718

4,225

4,948

1,514

2,538

-110,323

-133,260

-4,342

63,907

67,826

-14,172

-21,864
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MEAN

130,676

96,246

100,225

-30,452

-34,430

3,979

MAXIMUM

417,663

367,143

403,491

-369

47

36,348

STD DEV

128,822

98,424

105,979

31,671

35,169

9,306
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median, mean, and standard deviation values fall by 2010, but a small increase is indicated by
2014. Stanislaus County, California, located in the central valley, had the most jobs lost between
2000 and 2014, while Milwaukee County, Wisconsin has the most jobs gained.
Within the study area, Mining experienced an increasing trend in jobs as suggested by the
mean and median values. The minimum observations in all three years are from Umatilla
County, Oregon in the northeastern part of the state. Maximum observations in 2000 and 2010
are from Nueces County, Texas, located along the southern border with the Gulf Coast, and 2014
is from Bexar County, Texas, which also has the highest job gains from 2000 to 2014. Hancock
County, Mississippi, located along the Gulf Coast, lost the most jobs between 2000 and 2014.
Manufacturing, as a whole, declines between 2000 and 2014, with the heaviest losses
between 2000 and 2010. Santa Clara County, California, south of the San Jose area, has the
highest jobs observation across all years, but also the largest job losses between 2000 and 2014.
Although within the same period, Tooele County, Utah gained 80 manufacturing jobs,
suggesting a wide spatial variability. By 2014, the slight increases in the median and mean
values suggest an overall slowdown in losses, with some growth. The changes within the
manufacturing sector are not surprising, given the declining trend nationwide.
Wholesale trade also declines overall for counties within the 2005 BRAC study area. For
the individual years, all statistical values decrease over time. Santa Clara County had the
maximum jobs observations in 2000 and 2014, and Bexar County had the maximum in 2010.
Santa Clara County experienced the most jobs lost between 2000 and 2014. No county
experienced gains in the Wholesale trade industry between 2000 and 2014. Fewest jobs for 2000
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and 2010 were observed in Labette County, located in rural southeastern Kansas, while
Vermillion County, found in rural east central Indiana, had the fewest in 2014.
Counties in the 2005 BRAC study area experienced some losses in the Transportation
sector. The median and mean values for the individual years decrease from 2000 to 2010, but
slightly increase by 2014. Milwaukee County lost the most overall jobs between 2000 and 2014
(-7,551), and Nueces County gained the most jobs (+283). The median and mean values for 2010
to 2014 are again positive compared to the other time periods, suggesting an increasing trend in
job numbers within the study area.
Observations within the Professional, scientific, and technical services (PST) industry
vary widely. A general decline is indicated with decreasing single year statistical values from
2000 to 2010, but increases in 2014. The most PST jobs were found in Santa Clara County
across all years in the study, ranging from a low of 85,378 in 2010 to as high as 100,987 in 2014.
Vermillion County had the fewest jobs in 2000 and 2014 and Labette County had the lowest of
all three years in 2010 with 78 jobs. Interestingly, Santa Clara County lost the most jobs
(-12,485) between 2000 to 2010, but the most gained (+15,609) from 2010 to 2014. Bexar
County had the highest overall gain from 2000 to 2014 with just over 6,000 jobs.
Like the PST sector, the Arts, entertainment, and recreation sector generally varies across
time as well. The minimum and maximum observations for all single years are from Vermillion
County and Santa Clara County, respectively. Shrinking median, mean, and standard deviations
from 2000 to 2010 suggest a declining trend in employment, but those same statistics increase by
2014, indicating a slight rebound. Santa Clara County has the most jobs lost (-3,535) between
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2000 and 2014, while Bowie County in extreme northeastern Texas has the most gains, although
small (+69), in the same time frame.
The summary statistics suggest an overall decline in the Accommodation and food
services industry in the 2005 BRAC study area from 2000 to 2014. After 2010, however, the
median and mean values for the 2010 to 2014 period return to positive values. All individual
year observations for maximum job numbers are from Bexar County, which also has the highest
job losses (-15,192) between 2000 and 2010, but highest gains (+6,718) from 2010 to 2014.
Minimum values were observed in Vermillion County for 2000 and 2014 with the 2010, and
overall, minimum from Labette County at 78 jobs.
Finally, non-basic employment is down overall within the study area from 2000 to 2014.
All individual year minimum values were from Vermillion County with the lowest number of
jobs (2,538) observed in 2014. Bexar County had all maximum observations with a high of
417,663 jobs in 2000 and a low of 367,143 jobs in 2010. Non-basic employment lost an average
of 30,452 jobs between 2000 and 2014 overall, but regained an average of almost 4,000 jobs
between 2010 and 2014.
Study Area Comparison
Demographically, the two BRAC closure rounds have minor variability. The summary
statistics calculated for each study area indicate similar socioeconomic composition, which
provides context for the economic base analysis as both study areas are on similar footing
overall. Using the mean and median statistics as a general measure of comparison, educational
attainment, PCI, median age, and unemployment rates remain relatively alike in value.
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One notable exception is the difference in population statistics. In the 1995 BRAC
closure round, the major urban areas of Chicago and Los Angeles affect the summary statistics
calculations. No comparable urban area is included in the 2005 BRAC closure round. Higher
mean, median, and maximum values reflect the influence of the urban areas. The standard
deviation values also indicate a wider population distribution. Despite the differences in
population, the remaining socioeconomic variables are similar to the 2005 BRAC closure round.
The two larger urban areas in the 1995 study area also appear to influence the
employment summary statistics as well. As with the population summary statistics, industry
employment counts in the 1995 BRAC closure round generally have higher mean, median, and
maximum values than those in the 2005 BRAC round. The standard deviation statistics in the
1995 round are also higher, again, reflecting wider variability in employment numbers due to the
two substantially larger population centers. Manufacturing in 2000, for example, has a maximum
employment count of 231,784 in the 2005 round and a count of 586,627 in the 1995 round. The
influence of the urban areas is apparent in the mean statistics as, again in 2000, Manufacturing
has a mean employment of 33,212 in the 2005 study area, but a much higher mean employment
of 60,489 in the 1995 round.
Summary statistics also highlight the change between the SIC and NAICS industry
classifications within the 1995 AGFF/AGFFH employment data. The summary statistics indicate
a noticeable drop in employment from 1990 to 2000 that affects all statistical measurements. In
1990, the maximum observation of 54,215 drops to 7,477, affecting the standard deviation
accordingly which drops from 9,944 in 1990 to 1,548 in 2000. Such a large decrease, uniformly
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affecting all statistics, can likely be explained by the change in classification rather than just
industry level declines.
Overall, the summary statistics provide context of the study area and exploration of the
industry employment data. While a few notable aspects were brought to light, the summaries did
not yield any unexpected results. As anticipated, impacts from the 2008 recession appear to
impact both study areas as reflected in the unemployment statistics. National economic trends are
also evident, such as the decline of the manufacturing and agriculture sectors and regrowth of
PST after the recession. Both the 1995 and 2005 BRAC closure rounds display little
socioeconomic difference, establishing similarities between the composition of the study samples
for further economic base analyses. Importantly, the summary statistics also provide little initial
indication of the impacts from base closure.
OLS Regression Models
1995 BRAC Round
A total of seven regression models were run for the 1995 BRAC closure round with
results shown in Table 7. Adjusted R-Squared values for each model are high, ranging from
0.741 to 0.998, with the 2010 to 2014 model being a slight departure, indicating strong
explanatory power of the models. Although the 2010 to 2014 change model has a lower value at
0.741 and the Model F-stat drops well below those of the other models, that value is still
relatively high given the expansive and diverse study area. The intercepts for each model vary
widely in value, but all have t-scores within the two-tailed acceptance region (α = 0.05).

Table 7. OLS Regression Results for the 1995 BRAC Round.
BRAC 1995
SIC

NAICS
(Intercept)

1990

2000

-2621.078

2010

-4781.092

AGFF

AGFFH

10.193 ***

19.428

MINE

MINE

0.247

-17.773

MANU

MANU

-0.356

-1.204

TRANS

TRANS

-1.731

-0.158

2014

105.557
**

-628.205

22.690

**

24.877

-18.969

.
***

-8.875

***

-1.472

∆90-14

-0.905

-1.863

∆90-10

6289.000
**

6.708

3935.555
**

3.786
**

0.957

*

0.440

4.182

*

2.835

-0.776

WTRADE WTRADE

8.293

***

11.429

***

13.128

***

-0.004

PSERV

FOOD

6.467 **

5.414

***

7.218

***

7.939

***

2.559

*

ENREC

ENTR

-7.590 **

-4.995

**

-8.261

OTHER

PST

***

1.598

Adj. R-Sq.
Model F-statistic

2.063 ***

2.695

***

1.845

**
***

-14.636
1.678

2118.304
***

-2.776

8.191 ***

-11.817

6.135

2.543

∆10-14
-2.013
9.122 ***

.
*

0.154
-1.324
1.472

2.988

.
***

-1.365

**

-5.290

***

0.371

*

1.351

*

2.266 **

0.998

0.998

0.998

0.997

0.987

0.991

0.741

1784.0

1861.0

1722.0

1103.0

258.8

383.1

10.67

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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An unacceptable positive skewness value of 5.8 was indicated in the 2010 to 2014 model
using the global linear assumptions diagnostics package in RStudio. The wide variation between
the mean and median employment counts in the 1995 employment summary statistics provide an
indication of the source of skewness. The skewness was considered to be a product of the
dataset, most likely attributable to changes from the recession and the composition of the study
area itself.
Within all models, some industry sector multipliers were negative in value, which is not
typical for economic base employment multipliers. Negative values possibly resulted from
misspecification of export industry sectors due to the use of the assignment method across a
large, diverse study area with a small sample size. Counties within both study areas range in
population, income, geographic location, and other aspects that influence the growth of basic and
non-basic activity (Stewart 1959). The assumption that all locations are producing for export in
the selected industries was likely too broad. Although it was understood that a portion of
residentiary employment was undoubtedly captured within each industry, it may have been more
than anticipated by this analyst, affecting multiplier calculations at such a high industry data
classification level (Isserman 1977, 1980).
Additionally, effects from the MAUP (Openshaw 1983) and not accounting for
neighboring spatial effects likely contributed to multiplier calculation error as well. The use of
counties as spatial units of analysis provides a static unit for time series analyses, but they are not
ideal for functional labor market representation that captures spatial interaction. As noted by
Jackson (2011), spatial interaction between regions occurs because of spatial differentiation and
imbalance – the premise of export-driven economies within economic base theory. In this
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analysis, industry multipliers were calculated for individual counties in isolation without
accounting for spillover effects from neighboring counties.
Several variables in the majority of the models were indicated to have some level of
significance, with the fewest significant variables found in the 2010 to 2014 model. Industry
sectors with an indicated level of significance suggest those sectors have a larger impact on the
non-basic industry employment for that given model. Few industry multipliers hold relatively
constant over time as most have a notable change in value and relationship. The Agriculture,
forestry, fishing, and hunting (AGFF/AGFFH) industry had the largest positive multiplier in all
models with high significance levels, except the 2010-2014 model. Mining had mostly no level
of significance, with two exceptions, and two of the largest negative multipliers across all
models.
The 1990 model showed a few industries with large positive multipliers. The AGFF
industry had the highest multiplier with Wholesale Trade (WTRADE) close behind, both highly
significant. Personal Services (PSERV) and Other professional and related services (OTHER)
had smaller, but still significant positive multipliers. Entertainment and recreation services
(ENREC) had a large negative multiplier with a high level of significance. The remaining
industries were not significant and had minor multiplier effects. Mining had a slightly positive
multiplier while Manufacturing and Transportation had small negative multipliers.
Similar multiplier effects are found in the 2000 model. The AGFFH multiplier increases
from just above ten to almost twenty, but loses a level of significance. Multipliers for WTRADE,
Accommodation and Food Services (FOOD), and Professional, scientific, and technical services
(PST) remain relatively the same as 1990, but FOOD gains in significance. Arts, entertainment,
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and recreation (ENTR) still had a negative multiplier, but loses any significance. Transportation
holds relatively constant into 2000, however, Mining’s effect substantially changed from
minimally positive to highly negative, although still with no significance level. Manufacturing’s
negative effect slightly increases, but now with a high significance.
All industry multipliers, except Transportation, have a level of significance in the 2010
model. The multipliers for AGFFH, WTRADE, and FOOD positively increase again with the
same significance as found in 2000. The PST multiplier decreases, but continues to have a
positive effect. Manufacturing’s negative effect remains relatively unchanged and Mining’s
negative multiplier only slightly increases, but with significance indicated. ENTR has a notable,
also significant, increase in its negative effect. Transportation is overall unchanged.
The 2014 model results indicate significance on all industry multipliers but Mining and
Transportation. Positive multiplier effects in the AGFFH and WTRADE industries continue to
increase, while FOOD, PST, Manufacturing, and Transportation remain overall unchanged from
2010. The multiplier for ENTR increases again in its negative impact. Mining’s negative effect
noticeably decreases, but loses significance.
Results for the time change models had notable differences compared to the individual
year models. Significance, although smaller levels, was found for most industry multipliers in the
1990 to 2014 change model. The largest positive multiplier remained in the AGFFH industry, but
with much less of an effect. FOOD and PST also had positive effects, but less than that of
AGFFH. The ENTR multiplier remained negative with its impact lessened from that found in
2010 and 2014. Multipliers for Manufacturing and Mining change to positive values, with a
larger, yet not significant, difference in Mining. Transportation now has a significant positive
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multiplier rather than a previously minimal negative effect with no level of significance. A
noteworthy difference was in WTRADE, which previously had the second largest positive
multiplier across all years, but now has an insignificant negative multiplier of almost zero.
In the 1990 to 2010 model, all industries but Mining had some level of significance. The
AGFFH, FOOD, PST, and Manufacturing had multiplier values similar to those in the 1990 to
2014 model. Multiplier effects for Transportation and ENTR decreased, but Transportation
remained positive and ENTER remained negative. The multiplier for Mining notably changed to
a negative value, and WTRADE increased to a small positive value with minor significance.
Results for the 2010 to 2014 model are considerably different from the other models.
Only two industries, PST and Mining, were indicated to have a level of significance. The
multiplier for AGFFH was negative whereas it had been positive in the other models.
Manufacturing and ENTR have minimally positive multipliers near zero. Transportation and
FOOD had similarly small negative multipliers while WTRADE had a small positive multiplier.
Mining had a substantial increase in its effect with high significance.
2005 BRAC Round
Six regression models were run for the 2005 BRAC round study area using the
employment data for 2000, 2010, and 2014. Results are shown in Table 8. Adjusted R-Squared
values for all models are high, with the 2000 to 2014 change model the lowest at 0.898,
indicating high explanatory power. Model intercept values are varied, but all have t-scores within
the two-tailed acceptance region (α = 0.05).
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Unacceptable positive skewness was indicated by the global model diagnostics for the
2000 and 2010 models. The 2000 model had a skewness value of 4.5 and the 2010 model value
was 4.1. The employment count summary statistics indicate notable variations in the mean and
median values, which likely contribute to the skewness. The general composition of the study
area is also a probable cause of the skewness.
In general, few significant variables are found within the 2005 study area models. The
2014 model has the most variables with higher significance levels, possibly attributable to
changes resulting from the recession. Several industries have fluctuating multiplier effects.
WTRADE maintains the highest positive multiplier effects in the individual years also with high
significance.
Table 8. OLS Regression Results for 2005 BRAC Round.
BRAC 2005
NAICS

2000

2010

2014

(Intercept) -1102.000

3023.610

7734.751

AGFFH

-0.984

-4.290 .
6.305

3.890

1.169

-1.127

1.058

0.069

-0.152

1.987 **

0.272

TRANS

0.584

-1.796

-4.405 *

15.125 ***

16.568 ***

4.627 **

6.964 ***

ENTR

3.942

PST

-0.048

-567.052

7.396 *

-0.142

1.865

307.397

7.878

MANU

12.650 **

∆10-14

-0.115

7.181

FOOD

-585.662

∆00-10

-5.703 *

MINE

WTRADE

∆00-14

0.186

3.369 .
5.813

4.681 **

-0.561

7.351

-0.024

1.463

0.386

2.780 ***

-1.334

-3.099

2.042

2.575

1.222

-1.064 *

-0.778 *

0.686

2.381

0.804 ***

Adj. R-Sq.

0.980

0.984

0.989

0.898

0.964

0.922

Model Fstatistic

120.2

157.9

228.4

23.07

67.85

30.44

Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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WTRADE is the only industry with a significant, as well as large, positive multiplier in
the 2000 model. Mining has the next highest positive multiplier. ENTR, FOOD, and
Transportation also have positive multipliers, but with smaller effects. Multipliers for AGFFH,
PST, and Manufacturing are all minor negative values.
The WTRADE multiplier remains highly positive and significant, but increases from
2000. The FOOD multiplier increases in its positive effect and has a high level of significance.
Both PST and AGFFH increased in their negative effects and with a level of significance now
indicated. Although not significant, the Mining and Manufacturing effects remain relatively
similar, and the ENTR and Transportation multipliers changed to slightly negative.
The 2014 model has numerous industry multipliers with an indicated significance level.
WTRADE increases slightly from 2010, maintaining a high significance. The multiplier for
FOOD increases in both value and significance. Negative multiplier effects for AGFFH,
Transportation, and ENTR increase, but ENTR is not significant. The Manufacturing effect
continues generally unchanged, but Mining changes to a minor negative effect.
All industries in the 2000 to 2014 change model have positive multipliers, but only
Mining and Transportation are indicated as significant. Mining has the second highest multiplier,
behind AGFFH. Except Manufacturing and PST, all other multipliers are above a value of one.
In the 2000 to 2010 model, only Transportation is significant. Most multipliers remained
positive with Mining and Manufacturing changing to slightly negative. Transportation,
WTRADE, and PST increased in effect while ENTR and Manufacturing remained largely
unchanged from the previous change model. The multiplier for AGFFH decreased and Mining,
although not significant, had a notable decrease, changing to a small negative multiplier.
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Model diagnostics indicated unacceptable heteroskedasticity values in the 2010 to 2014
model. To correct this, heteroskedastic consistent parameter variance estimates were generated to
correct the t-scores, improving the calculation of significance levels in the model (see Table 9 for
t-value comparison). The model adjusted R-Squared remains high at 0.922, although the F-stat
decreases, supporting a reliable degree of confidence in the model. The diagnostic residual
versus fitted plots suggested heteroskedasticity is a product of the diverse composition of the
study area itself combined with effects from the recession (see Figure 2).

Table 9. Corrected t-values for the 2010-2014 OLS Model.
NAICS
(Intercept)

t-value

Corr t-value

-0.703

-1.0008

AGFFH

0.577

1.0464

MINE

0.568

MANU

3.572

TRANS

-0.53

-0.4307

-0.014

-0.0248

WTRADE
FOOD

2.473

ENTR

0.366

PST

2.153

0.9403
**

*

4.2922

5.2107

**

***

0.6968
.

4.5292

***

After re-calculation of the t-scores, three industries were indicated as significant. FOOD
had the largest positive multiplier, near a value of three, with a high level of significance.
Manufacturing and PST were also significant, but with smaller multipliers than FOOD.
Transportation and WTRADE had negative multipliers near zero while the remaining multipliers
were just above one.
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Figure 2. Diagnostic Residual versus Fitted Values for the 2005 2010-2014 Change Model.

Shift-Share Models
Seven shift-share models were run to build upon the findings from the economic base
regression analyses to provide a glimpse into local changes within the identified basic industry
sectors. Three counties were selected for local analysis in the 1995 BRAC closure round: Carroll
County, Illinois; Hudson County, New Jersey; and Los Angeles County, California. Those
counties were selected as representative rural, mid-size, and urban locations, respectively, that
are also relatively equally distributed across the county geographically. Bexar County, Texas was
also included for analysis with the 1995 BRAC round employment data as it experienced a base
closure in both closure rounds. Results are displayed in Table 9. Three counties were also
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selected from the 2005 BRAC closure round: Vermillion County, Indiana; Cumberland County,
Maine; and Santa Clara County, California. Those counties were also selected as representative
rural, mid-size, and urban locations, respectively, with a relatively even geographic distribution.
The 2005 results are found in Table 10.
1995 BRAC Round
Carroll County is located in extreme rural northwestern Illinois. The southern portion of
the former Savanna Army Depot Activity was located in the northwestern corner of the county,
with the northern portion of the base found in Jo Daviess County, Illinois. The former mission of
the depot was to receive, store, and distribute ammunition as well as serve as a center for
explosives safety and U.S. Army Defense Ammunition Center and School (BRAC 1995). In
1990, Carroll County had a population of 16,805 which fell to 15,027 by 2014.
Between 1990 and 2014, Carroll County experienced overall employment losses in all
basic industries, with a net loss of 1,746 jobs. The largest losses, 615 jobs, were in the AGFFH
industry, primarily due to declines in the industry itself. Jobs in AGFFH were also lost as a result
of local competitive advantage. Manufacturing had notable losses as well due to declining
employment trends at the national and individual industry level. However, the county was able to
re-gain manufacturing jobs as a result of competitive local factors. The Mining, Transportation,
FOOD, ENTR, and PST did gain jobs due to growth in those specific industries, with the most in
the FOOD industry at 87 jobs. With the exception of Manufacturing, Carroll County’s
competitive share declined in all industries.
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Hudson County, New Jersey is located on the western side of the Hudson River, across
from New York City. The former Bayonne Military Ocean Terminal, on the southern tip of the
county, was responsible for DoD port operations and cargo transport along the eastern coast of
the U.S. and supported operations for international locations throughout the Atlantic (BRAC
1995). Hudson County had a population of 654,878 in 2014, an increase from 553,099 in 1990.
All totaled, Hudson County lost over 25,000 jobs in its basic industries between 1990 and
2014. The county made industry-level and local gains in the FOOD, ENTR, and PST industries
probably as a results of post-recession growth and its proximity to a large urban center. Local
factors attributed to a substantial increase of over 11,000 jobs in the PST sector, which is Hudson
County’s highest competitive share among the identified basic industries. Manufacturing took
the heaviest hit from 1990 to 2014, shedding just over 32,000 jobs due to a general decline at all
levels. The AGFFH experienced an overall declining trend as well, but to a much lesser extent.
WTRADE and Transportation had the next highest losses within the county. Local effects did
slightly increase WTRADE employment, but overall losses were felt from national and industry
trends.
The former Long Beach Naval Shipyard is located along the coastline of southern Los
Angeles County. The county contains the majority of the Los Angeles metropolitan area and
grew from a 1990 population of 8,863,164 to 9,974,203 in 2014. The shipyard was once
responsible for repair and maintenance of U.S. Naval ships (BRAC 1995).
Los Angeles County experienced a net loss of 718,198 identified industry jobs between
1990 and 2014. Only the FOOD industry saw an overall growth with a gain of approximately
18,000 jobs. Over half of the net job losses were in the Manufacturing sector with losses at all
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levels. The WTRADE and AGFFH industries had similar declining trends. Mining,
Transportation, FOOD, ENTR, and PST had job gains as a result of industry level growth, but
competitive county level factors did not contribute to gains in any industry.
Bexar County, Texas encompasses the San Antonio metropolitan area and had bases
closed in both the 1995 and 2005 BRAC closure rounds. The mission of the former Defense
Distribution Depot, operated by the DLA and closed by the 1995 round, was warehouse and
distribution operations of wholesale and retail goods for the military (BRAC 1995). The Brooks
City Base, closed by the 2005 BRAC round, was home to Air Force medical, educational, and
other research and development and training operations (BRAC 2005, Vol 1). Both former bases
were located within the City of San Antonio. The population of Bexar County in 1990 was
1,185,394, growing to 1,789,088 by 2014.
Unlike the previous counties, Bexar County had a net basic employment gain of 15,629
jobs from 1990 to 2014 primarily as a result of competitive local factors. Overall employment
increases were found in the Mining, Transportation, FOOD, and PST industries, all of which
grew due to both industry level and local effects. Despite net losses in the Manufacturing and
WTRADE sectors, local competitive advantages contributed to job increases in those industries.
The AGFFH experienced losses due to declining trends at all levels. Most jobs lost were in the
WTRADE industry, followed by the AGFFH industry. Highest gains were in the FOOD sector
resulting from industry growth and local effects. The substantial competitive share employment
growth in Bexar County indicates that local effects can have an influential impact on economic
base composition.

Table 10. Shift-Share Results for the Selected Counties in 1995 BRAC Round.

COUNTY
CARROLL, IL
National Share
Industry Mix
Competitive Share
NET GAINS/LOSSES

AGFFH

1990 to 2014 Shift Share for 1995 BRAC
MINE
MANU
TRANS WTRADE FOOD

ENTR

PST

TOTALS

-148
-423
-45
-615

-3
3
-23
-23

-251
-393
200
-444

-66
4
-139
-201

-37
-53
-5
-95

-28
87
-149
-90

-11
6
-49
-54

-48
29
-205
-224

-592
-740
-415
-1,746

-131
-375
-295
-801

-40
37
-245
-248

-7,768
-12,190
-12,050
-32,008

-3,517
234
-718
-4,001

-2,387
-3,441
621
-5,207

-1,240
3,864
4,319
6,944

-566
297
321
52

-2,492
1,499
11,221
10,228

-18,141
-10,074
3,174
-25,041

LOS ANGELES, CA
National Share
Industry Mix
Competitive Share
NET GAINS/LOSSES

-8,095
-23,200
-9,376
-40,671

-1,032
960
-4,111
-4,183

-128,606
-201,800
-138,434
-468,840

-27,778
1,844
-2,594
-28,527

-31,817
-45,875
-4,700
-82,392

-23,388
72,905
-31,493
18,024

-19,489
10,234
-46,257
-55,513

-44,255
26,620
-38,461
-56,096

-284,461
-158,311
-275,426
-718,198

BEXAR, TX
National Share
Industry Mix
Competitive Share
NET GAINS/LOSSES

-829
-2,375
-805
-4,009

-223
208
4,149
4,134

-6,403
-10,047
13,322
-3,127

-2,964
197
4,106
1,339

-3,075
-4,434
2,742
-4,767

-2,957
9,217
13,354
19,614

-1,026
539
-30
-517

-5,265
3,167
5,060
2,962

-22,742
-3,529
41,900
15,629

HUDSON, NJ
National Share
Industry Mix
Competitive Share
NET GAINS/LOSSES
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Table 11. Shift-Share Results for the Selected Counties in 2005 BRAC Round.

COUNTY
VERMILLION, IN
National Share
Industry Mix
Competitive Share
NET GAINS/LOSSES

AGFFH

2000 to 2014 Shift Share for 2005 BRAC
MINE MANU TRANS WTRADE FOOD

ENTR

PST

TOTALS

-36
-11
38
-9

-6
16
11
21

-427
-122
158
-391

-84
-24
-152
-260

-59
8
-23
-75

-27
22
-24
-30

-5
-2
5
-1

-105
-64
-168
-338

-749
-178
-156
-1,083

CUMBERLAND, ME
National Share
Industry Mix
Competitive Share
NET GAINS/LOSSES

-301
-95
296
-100

-29
82
-106
-53

-3,247
-926
-257
-4,431

-1,297
-366
-522
-2,185

-1,153
149
-1,012
-2,016

-2,270
1,810
107
-353

-459
-189
216
-432

-2,130
-1,304
-756
-4,190

-10,886
-839
-2,035
-13,760

SANTA CLARA, CA
National Share
Industry Mix
Competitive Share
NET GAINS/LOSSES

-1,013
-319
577
-755

-41
115
50
124

-55,949
-15,961
-14,268
-86,177

-6,159
-1,739
-805
-8,703

-4,950
640
-1,780
-6,090

-23,622
18,832
7,914
3,124

-2,638
-1,087
190
-3,535

-9,235
-5,651
1,342
-13,544

-103,606
-5,170
-6,779
-115,556
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2005 BRAC Round
Vermillion County is located along Indiana’s rural east central border, north of Terre
Haute. The final mission of the former Newport Chemical Depot, found in the west central part
of the county, was storage and disposal of chemical agents, notably VX gas (BRAC 2005, Vols.
1 and 2). Vermillion County’s population has declined from 16,788 in 2000 to 15,952 by 2014.
The county experienced a net loss of 1,083 basic employment, of which most jobs were
lost due to national economic declines. Growth at the industry and local levels made Mining the
only industry with an employment gain. The most losses in Vermillion County were within the
Manufacturing industry despite gains from local competitive advantages. Large losses were also
experienced in FOOD and WTRADE resulting from decreases at all levels. Local effects
captured employment growth in AGFFH and ENTR despite declining trends within the national
economy as a whole and within the specific industries.
Cumberland County, Maine is situated in the southern part of the state. The county had a
2014 population of 284,351, an increase from 265,612 in 2000. The former Naval Air Station,
located in the northeastern corner of the county near Brunswick, once supported defense
operations as the closest airfield to the Europe and the Middle East (BRAC 2005, Vol. 1).
Overall, Cumberland County lost a net total of almost 14,000 basic industry jobs between
2000 and 2014. The Manufacturing and FOOD industries lost the most jobs, primarily due to
decreasing national economic trends. Each industry had net losses, but industry level growth
attributed to job gains in Mining, Transportation, and PST. Local competitive advantages added
jobs in PST, ENTR, and, most notably, in AGFFH. The gains in AGFFH and ENTR occur
despite declines due to national and industry level effects.
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Santa Clara County is located in central California, home to the City of San Jose and the
now closed Onizuka Air Force Station. The former base was once home to satellite defense
missions and operations such as the Air Force Satellite Control Network (BRAC 2005, Vol. 1).
Santa Clara County increased in population, growing from 1,682,585 in 2000 to 1,841,569 by
2014.
Between 2000 and 2014, Santa Clara County lost over 115,000 jobs in the identified
basic industries. Overall employment increases were found in the Mining and PST industries
from industry growth and local effects. Manufacturing had the largest employment losses, with
just over 86,000 jobs lost, the most of all county industries. Those losses were a result of declines
at all levels, with WTRADE following a similar trend. Although employment in the AGFFH,
FOOD, and ENTR industries was a net loss, local competitive factors contributed to job growth
in those sectors. The declining national economy was the largest component of employment
losses in Santa Clara County.
Economic Base Analysis
Multipliers from the regression models illustrate differences in broad long-term pre- and
post-closure patterns or trends between the two BRAC rounds. Industry multipliers vary both in
effect and significance when comparing the two study areas. If shock impacts due to military
base closure manifested in the same way in each county, economic base multipliers would have
similar changes within the identified basic industries. Results from this study do not indicate
such effects.
In some industry sectors, wide differences exist between multipliers in each round. The
AGFFH industry is the most noticeable example of such, even despite changes in industry
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classification. The AGFFH multipliers increase each year in the 1995 study area and are
indicated to be a highly significant economic base contributor. On the contrary, the opposite
effect is found in the 2005 study area, where AGFFH actually has a negative effect, suggesting
that it may not even be part of the basic industry employment for that study area.
Other industries also have noticeable differences. The PST industry has a large
significant multiplier effect in the 1995 BRAC study area, but a significant negative effect in the
2005 BRAC round. Manufacturing has minimal, insignificant effect in the 2005 round and an
increasingly negative significant effect in 1995. Additionally, ENTR has an increasing negative
impact in 1995, but a varying effect in 2005. Mining, although overall insignificant, has opposite
impacts between rounds as well.
Multipliers for the seven changes over time are also varied. Changes in Manufacturing
have the most similarity in having little effect, with the exception of the 2010 to 2014 change for
the 2005 BRAC round where that industry indicates a higher positive value with significance.
Transportation changes between the two rounds also display some similarity. The WTRADE and
ENTR industries display the most differences in multipliers. In contrast to the individual year
models, multipliers for AGFFH indicate some similarity except for slight divergence in both
2010 to 2014 models.
Little similarity is found between the two BRAC rounds. Multipliers for WTRADE
display the most similarities in effect across time across the two study areas. Industry
employment multipliers indicate a significant positive effect for both rounds, but multipliers are
higher in the 2005 BRAC round than in the 1995 round.
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A lack of broadly similar multiplier effects between the two rounds suggests that local
variability within the affected counties matters. The shift-share analyses effectively deconstruct
the employment differences among the selected counties from the national to the local level.
Local changes due to national and industry-specific growth trends, as well as the 2008 recession,
are especially noticeable. Most counties had expected net employment changes resulting from
those broader growth trends, such as losses in manufacturing and gains in PST in urbanized
counties. While results for national share and industry mix explain larger scale impacts,
competitive share employment results indicate the impacts of local differences.
Those local differences can be attributed to the collective differences between the total
study areas for the two BRAC closure rounds. Local factors, such as planning and development
activity or logistical advantages, influence competitive employment share. For example, Carroll
and Vermillion Counties are both rural areas in the Midwest, but had contrasting growth in
competitive AGFFH employment shares. Additionally, while most counties in the shift-share
analysis lost manufacturing employment as national and industry growth declined, Bexar,
Carroll, and Vermillion Counties captured jobs due to local advantages. The shift-share results
indicate the critical importance of local factors.
Although this analysis did not incorporate the specific military base employment in each
county, the results resoundingly support that each location affected by military base closures
should not expect the same economic outcomes or redevelopment results. Variation of industry
multipliers and local competitive employment differences conclude that no similar trend exists
between the 1995 and 2005 BRAC closure rounds. Both null hypotheses (Eqs. 6 and 7) are
rejected based on the results from this analysis.

CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS
Summary
Any type of potential economic shock stirs feelings of future uncertainty within the
affected community (Besser, Recker, and Agnitsch 2008). Most economic shock is usually
triggered by market forces, but military base closures result from decisions made within the
federal government. Communities often plead their case against closure of their local base in an
attempt to prevent feared negative impacts from coming to fruition (MacKinnon 1978; Bradshaw
1999; Hooker and Knetter 2001; Cidell 2003; Hill Thanner and Wechsler and Segal 2008:
Hulquist and Petras 2012; CRS 2012). Despite the negative predictions, most affected
communities do not suffer lasting detrimental impacts. This analysis, along with existing military
base closure studies, indicate that the majority of communities do not endure dire long-term
closure effects and have the ability to guide redevelopment at the local level (MacKinnon 1978;
USDA 1993; Isserman and Stenberg 1994; Hooker and Knetter 2001; OEA 2002; Cidell 2003;
CRS 2012; Sorenson and Stenberg 2015; Ashley and Touchton 2015).
The absence of any similar economic base changes between two BRAC rounds refutes
the notion that communities affected by military base closure should expect the same impacts.
Basic industry multipliers were varied when comparing the study areas for the 1995 and 2005
BRAC closure rounds, suggesting that local factors have an influence on those economic base
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changes. The shift-share results reinforce the impact of those local competitive factors, which
include location and efforts of the local planners and community.
As supported by previous research on military base closures, post-closure redevelopment
and recovery will depend on the unique local situations. The community and former military
installation characteristics, as well as the support and success of planning efforts, will influence
the shock impact of closure and any subsequent employment or other related losses. However,
this analysis does not suggest that communities need not worry about impacts from military base
closure. Instead, results should be taken as reassurance that communities can manage and
mitigate those impacts. Discussion of a future closure and realignment round continues. 1
Communities at risk for changes should begin taking appropriate planning action to get ahead of
future bad news.
Future Research Directions
Results from this study provide a foundation for numerous follow-up analyses. This
research focused on a broad analysis of the collective economic bases of counties with major
military installation closures. The chosen study areas present limitations to the analysis in terms
of sample size and definition of the regional spatial unit used for data collection. The number of
counties with closed bases within each of the 1995 and 2005 BRAC rounds were relatively small
for statistical analysis as more observations would have strengthened the results. Furthermore,
the use of a static spatial unit of analysis, counties in this instance, is an arbitrary unit that does

1

Tilghman, A. “The Pentagon threatened Congress: We’ll close bases without you.” Military Times, April 19, 2016.
http://www.militarytimes.com/story/military/2016/04/19/pentagon-threatens-close-military-bases-withoutbrac/83240864/ (last accessed 21 January 2017).
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not capture functional, dynamic relationships of the full labor market area impacted by base
closure. This also introduces the MAUP, limiting the measurement of spatial effects of
neighboring locations. Ideally, the functional labor market area for each military base would
have been the best measurement unit, but counties were used per convention established by
existing studies.
This study examined basic industry employment for similar changes across both BRAC
rounds, but more detailed industry aggregation and incorporation of spatial interaction would
improve multiplier analyses (Isserman 1977, 1980; Jackson 2011). The negative multipliers are
indicators of potential errors introduced during basic and non-basic activity division and lack of
consideration for spillover affects within the region. Better-quality data to refine employment
bifurcation and the use of a spatial model with a redefined study area to include interaction
among neighbors would improve future analyses.
Incorporation of the specific military base employment would add beneficial detail to
improve the economic base analysis as well. Inclusion of the employment composition of each
installation would also add consideration of the type of activity at each base (e.g. weapons
testing/manufacturing, air field, surveillance) and related job skills. Division of military versus
civilian employment, as other studies have done, would contribute further detail for economic
base analysis as well.
Local analyses allow thorough examination of how shock unfolds on a smaller scale. The
results from this research provide exploratory background for case studies of individual regions
affected by military base closures. Future case studies can further explore the effects of regional
factors and broad economic trends on a local scale. Multiplier and shift-share results in this
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analysis highlighted the impacts on employment from the 2008 recession which need to be
explored to determine what additional impact that may have on communities still coping with
closure redevelopment. Results from this study also indicated that effects from base closures are
likely mute in highly urbanized areas such as Los Angeles, Cook, or Bexar Counties given the
size of the bases relative to the surrounding population. However, rural areas, like Carroll and
Vermillion Counties, may be more sensitive to negative impacts from closures. Variances in
recovery and redevelopment are well-documented in the literature and the results from this study
beg further exploration.
Future directions of this line of research include conducting local analyses of
redevelopment efforts to assess what actions and efforts translate into positive military base
reuse. What aspects translate most effectively into redevelopment activities that benefit the
community, contributing to its growth and development? What situations or aspects are most
challenging for redevelopment officials? Future examinations of a variety of redevelopment and
reuse plans, analyzing what does and does not work at particular sites, will offer context and
examples from which other communities can takeaway knowledge and apply to their own
situations. This research will benefit current and possibly future communities affected by
military base closures, but also any community struggling with similar scenarios from other
types of economic shock.
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APPENDIX

DEMOGRAPHIC AND EMPLOYMENT SUMMARY STATISTICS MAPS
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Figure A1. Total Population Change in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A2. Educational Attainment Change in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A3. PCI Change in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A4. Median Age Change in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A5. Unemployment Rate Change in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A6. Total Population Change in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A7. Educational Attainment Change in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A8. PCI Change in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A9. Median Age Change in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A10. Unemployment Rate Change in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A11. AGFFH Industry Employment Changes in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A12. MINE Industry Employment Changes in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A13. MANU Industry Employment Changes in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A14. WTRADE Industry Employment Changes in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A15. TRANS Industry Employment Changes in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A16. PST Industry Employment Changes in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A17. ENTR Industry Employment Changes in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A18. FOOD Industry Employment Changes in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A19. NBASIC Industry Employment Changes in 1995 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A20. AGFFH Industry Employment Changes in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A21. MINE Industry Employment Changes in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A22. MANU Industry Employment Changes in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A23. WTRADE Industry Employment Changes in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A24. TRANS Industry Employment Changes in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A25. PST Industry Employment Changes in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A26. ENTR Industry Employment Changes in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A27. FOOD Industry Employment Changes in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.
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Figure A28. NBASIC Industry Employment Changes in 2005 BRAC Closure Counties.

